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ABSTRACT

Long period variable stars with envelopes of circumstellar dust

and gas often exhibit strong hydroxyl (OH) maser emission.

This

emission is characterized by two emission line complexes typically

separated by 20 km∕s.

While the OH maser spectra suggest well defined

dynamical properties of the circumstellar material, the crucial

observations required to determine these properties have been lacking.

This thesis is primarily concerned with determining the radial velocity
of the central star and the spatial distribution of the maser emission

in the circumstellar material.
The radial velocity of the central star can be determined by
a statistical analysis of spectral line velocities in an ensemble
of stars.

Such an analysis is presented in Chapter I for optical

emission and absorption lines and for radio OH maser emission lines.
The results indicate that, contrary to currently accepted theories,

the optical absorption line velocities and the high velocity OH

emission line velocities are red-shifted with respect to the stellar
radial velocity.

This argues against models of the OH emission

which involve shock fronts or emission from the limb of a spherically
expanding circumstellar shell.
The spatial distribution of the maser emission can be determined

from radio interferometric observations.

Spectral-line very long

baseline (VLB) interferometric observations of the OH maser emission
in long period variable stars such as IRC+10011, U 0ri and R Aql are

presented in Chapter II.

The primary result of these observations is

V

that the apparent sizes of the OH maser components in long period
variable stars are greater than or about 5 x lO^ cm.

Ihese large

apparent sizes argue strongly against either gravitational collapse or

rotation as the dominant dynamical process in the circumstellar
envelope.

Analysis of data obtained on IRC +10011 and VY CMa

(discussed in Chapter III) indicate that the two emission complexes
probably are separated by distances less than, or comparable to, the

extent of the emission in either complex.

These and other findings

suggest that OH emission from long period variable stars comes from
a series of concentric, inhomogeneous, circumstellar shells expanding

from the central star.

The origin of these shells is probably a

result of condensation of dust followed by radiative acceleration
away from the star during the stellar light cycle.

A direct Fourier inversion of VLB data is presented in Chapter III
for the 1612 MHz OH emission of VY CMa.

This is the first attempt

at such an analysis procedure for any VLB observations.

This work

demonstrates that Fourier inversion of spectral-line VLB data, even

with very limited u-v coverage, is more efficient and less biased

than direct model fitting for the resolution of complex source
structures.
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Chapter I

The Stellar Velocity of Long Period Variables
and OH Maser Stars

2
I.

INTRODUCTION

A rich array of spectral lines is

observed in both the optical

and microwave spectra of long period variable stars (Miras) with

extensive circumstellar envelopes.

The radial velocities of these

lines are well determined observationally.

However, the relationship

of these velocities to the stellar radial velocity poses a significant

problem, because these objects are almost never found in association

with clusters of stars or as part of a binary system.

Knowledge of

the stellar radial velocity is one of the most important clues

required to determine the structure of long period variables and their
circumstellar shells.

For example, the 18 cm maser emission, from the

hydroxyl radical (OH) observed from some of these stars is charac
terized by two emission complexes, separated by Doppler shifts of
several tens of km∕s.

The current trend in the literature is to

associate the higher velocity emission complex with the stellar radial

velocity.

This assumption imposes a severe constraint on dynamical

models of the circumstellar envelopes.
have been developed

As a result, complex models

and generally favored over simpler models.

Evidence that the high velocity OH emission complex is associated
with the stellar radial velocity is due, primarily, to an optical

study of 305 long period variables by Merrill (194lb).

Merrill

concluded that optical absorption line velocities (near maximum visible

light) are randomly distributed about a mean near zero, and thus,

correspond to the stellar velocity.

In long period variables with OH

maser emission, there is a strong correlation between the velocity of

3

the optical absorption lines and the high velocity OH emission complex
It is the purpose of this research to critically examine both the

optical and the microwave data to determine what limits can be placed

on the stellar radial velocity.

4

II.

STATISTICAL ANALYSES

a)

Techniques

The experimental data available to estimate the stellar radial

velocity consist

of velocities determined for many optical and some

microwave lines.

The radial velocity of a given line (corrected for

the motion of the earth around the sun), v^ , can be thought of as the

sum of several velocities:

a velocity due to the peculiar motion of

the sun about a local standard of rest (LSR) at our position in the
galaxy, νθ; a velocity due to the differential motion of two bodies in
uniform circular orbits about the center of the galaxy, V

5 a velocity

due to the peculiar motion of the star about the LSR, v*; and a cor
rection term which relates the velocity determined from the spectral
line to the velocity of the center-of-mass of the star, K.

We hope to

estimate this last term, the ,,K-correction," since it relates the
measured line velocities to the stellar radial velocity.
The statistical procedure employed to determine the stellar

radial velocity is to model the velocities determined for a group of

stars from one type of spectral line as the sum of the terms discussed
above :
Vi ' vΘ + v8r + κ +

∙

Given an ensemble of stars, we assume that the expectation value of
V* is zero.

This assumption requires that there is no net radial

<1>

5

motion of the stars being analyzed about the LSR.1

If v* has a zero

^"This assumption would be violated if, for example, a group of
stars were expanding outward from the galactic plane.

One could argue

that a group of stars, which formed within the last ~ 10? years from
interstellar materials, may have been accelerated outward from the
galactic plane by a high density shock front in a spiral arm.

mean, we can treat the peculiar motion of each star as a noise term
added on to the observed line velocities, and we have a well-defined

statistical problem.

Three parameters representing the solar motion,

one parameter representing the differential galactic rotation (e.g.

Oort's constant), and the K-correction can be estimated by minimizing
the sum of the squares of the differences between the observed and
modeled line velocities.

If the solar motion is represented by three cartesian galactic
coordinates (Π, θ and Z), differential galactic rotation effects by

Oort's constant, (A), and the "K-correction" by K, we have a linear
least-squares problem.

Thus, for a given set of stars and spectral

lines, a unique solution for any set of these parameters exists.

Although we have significant a priori knowledge of the solar motion
and Oort's constant, it is useful to simultaneously estimate these

parameters to see possible correlations between the K-correction
estimate and the adopted values of the other parameters.

The

following equations were used in the least-squares analysis for the
velocity of the star due to the solar motion and differential

6

galactic rotation effects:
Vθ = -∏ cos A cos b + Θ sin £ cos b + Z sin b

and
V
= A d cos b sin 2S,
UK
where d is the distance, X the galactic longitude, and b is the galactic

latitude of the star.
b)

Radio Data

Table la presents a list of 28 stellar OH masers (i.e. type II

OH/IR stars) analyzed in this section.
an optical or an IR identification

Only those objects in which

(i.e. found in the CIT Two Micron

Sky Survey, Neugebauer and Leighton, 1969) exists are analyzed.

In

practice, this tends to exclude distant objects (i≥ 2 kpc) for which

differential galactic rotation effects are large and whose distances
are not known.

A cursory examination of the last column of Table la

reveals that the velocities of the high velocity OH complexes (with
respect to a standard LSR) are almost entirely greater than zero.

The

mean of this group is +22 km/s ± 5 km/s (standard error of the mean).
This non-zero mean velocity or K-correction is in strong disagreement

with the theory that the high velocity OH complex is associated with

the stellar radial velocity.
In order to more carefully investigate the K-corrections for this

group of stars a least-squares analysis, as discussed above, of both

the low and high velocity OH emission data was performed.

of this analysis are presented in Table lb.

The results

When a standard differen

tial galactic rotation effect (Oort's constant, A = 15 km/s/kpc) and

solar motion are assumed, the K-correction for the high velocity

Ί

TABLE la

OH Maser Stars
Distance^

Heliocentric
Velocity*
L
H

LSR
Velocity
L
H

Name

∕n

b11

IRC+ 10011

129

-50

0.5

-7

30

-10

(kρc)

27

IRC+ 50137

156

8

0.8

-12

21

-14

19

IRC - 20197

256

23

0.7

40

65

27

52

IRC+ 40156

174

14

1.4

-22

2

-28

-4

IRC - 20540

15

-14

1.0

-4

23

8

35

IRC - 10529

36

-20

0.6

-46

-21

-32

-7

IRC + 40483

84

-10

1.1

15

43

30

58

IRC + 10365

41

8

0.5

-66

-15

-47

4

IRC + 30292

56

43

1.4

23

48

42

67

178

-31

0.3

29

63

17

51
13

NML TAU

54

1.0

-18

-3

-2

42

0

0.2

25

36

43

54

39

-16

0.5

8

17

23

32

V MIC

1

-46

0.5

-10

1

-4

7

R LMI

191

50

0.3

0

8

-3

5
0
39

WX SER

30

R AQL

RR AQL

RU HYA

323

31

0.7

-10

-3

-7

GY AQL

33

-16

0.5

11

22

28

R PEG

85

-45

0.4

16

23

22

29

U ORI

189

-2

0.2

-29

-23

-42

-36

W HYA

318

33

0.3

35

41

37

43

S CRB

49

57

0.3

-19

-13

-3

3

IRC - 20424

10

1

0.5

-12

5

1

18

R CAS

115

-11

0.3

14

21

22

29

U HER

35

40

0.3

-37

-29

-19

-11

NML CYG

80

-2

0.5

-40

6

-24

22

VY CMA

239

-5

1.0

8

72

-11

53

VX SAG

8

-1

0.5

-26

13 '

-14

25

PZ CAS

115

0

0.5

-75

-64

-11

-22

* L and H refer to the velocities of the outer edges of the low
and high velocity emission complexes, respectively.

+ Distances are from trigonometric parallax measurements by Wilson
and Merrill (1942), and luminosity estimates by Hyland et al.(1972).
The distances to PZ Cas, V Mic, and IRC-20424 were not available.
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TABLE lb

Statistical Analyses

Parameter*

Low Velocity
OH Emission

High Velocity
OH Emission

Correlation
with K

K

-2 ± 7
[-3 ± 5]

20 ± 6
[19 ± 4]

1.0

∏
Θ
Z

-2 ± 9
21 ± 11
10 ± 12

-11 ± 8
20 ± 10
18 ± 11

0.01
0.47
0.18

A

11 ± 16

25 ± 14

-0.26

The K-correction, K, and the three parameters of the solar motion,
Π, Θ, and Z are in km∕s.

Oort's constant, A, is in km/s/kpc.

Solutions for the K-correction with a standard solar motion (i.e.,
∏ = -10 km∕s, Θ = 15 km∕s, and Z = 7 km∕s) and a standard Oort's
constant (A = 15 km/s/kpc) are given in brackets.

9
complex is 19 ± 4 km∕s.

If the solar motion and Oort's constant are

estimated from the data, the K-correction does not change appreciably

(K = 20 ± 6 km∕s).

The estimates of ΤΙ, Θ, Z, and A all are within one

formal standard deviation of the standard values.

Further, the

correlations between K and Π, Θ, Z, and A are small.

The largest

correlation is only 0.47 between K and Θ (the component of the solar

motion toward 90° galactic longitude, 0° latitude).

This correlation

is primarily a result of an observational bias against low declination

stars which depopulates the sample in the region 180° < ∕ < 360° with

respect to those from 0° <

Therefore, the significantly

180°.

(> 3 formal standard deviations) non-zero K-correction for the high

velocity 0H complex argues strongly against the association of the
stellar radial velocity with the high velocity OH complex.
c)

Optical Data

The discovery in the radio data that the high velocity OH emission

complex has a positive K-correction initiated an examination of the
K-corrections for the optical lines.

The correlation between the

optical absorption line velocities and the high velocity OH emission
complex noted by Wilson et al.

(1970) seemed to imply that the tradi

tional view that the optical absorption lines represented the stellar

velocity (i.e. zero K-correction) was wrong.

Optical absorption lines have been associated with the stellar
radial velocity for two reasons.

First, the long period variable

X Oph is reported by Merrill (1940) to be part of a binary system.

Measurements on this binary indicate the radial velocity of X Oph is

10

the same as its absorption lines (Merrill, 1940).

Although no uncer

tainties are mentioned, the time variability, both during the light

cycle and among different cycles, of Mira absorption lines alone are
≈ 5 km/s (Merrill, 1941a) and must imply similar uncertainties for

the radial velocity of X Oph.

Second, a statistical study of the

K-correction to the optical absorption lines of all long period variables

with periods greater than 300^ indicates K-corrections of about
2 ± 3 km/s.

However, only about one-third of the stars used in this

analysis have measured absorption line velocities.

In the majority of

stars, the absorption line velocity is estimated by adding an empiri
cally determined correction to the hydorgen emission line velocities

(Merrill, 1941a).

Therefore, evidence that optical absorption line

velocities have no K-correction will be more critically examined

below.

The optical line velocities used in this analysis are from
Feast (1963).

This survey of long period variables was chosen because,

in addition to Merrill's sample, it includes a large number of stars
in the southern hemisphere.

Thus, an almost isotropic distribution of

stars is analyzed which minimizes correlations of the K-corrections
and solar and galactic motions.

300 days were analyzed.

Only stars with periods longer than

This excludes the high velocity halo popula

tion stars which are kinematically different from the longer period
Miras.

The K-corrections found for absorption and emission lines by

analyzing many groupings of these stars are presented in Table 2.
The most significant finding of this study is that, when only stars
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with reported absorption lines are analyzed, the K-correction for the
absorption lines is 10 ± 4 km∕s.

The correlations between the K-

correction and the solar motion and differential galactic rotation
parameters are very small.

This indicates that the positive K-cor

rection for the absorption lines is not likely to be a result of the
distribution or distances of the stars sampled.

It is interesting to note that the K-corrections for the emission

lines appear different for long period variables when they are grouped

by whether or not they have reported absorption line velocities.

The

emission line K-correction for long period variables with reported
absorption lines is

-3 ± 4 km∕s, while for those with no reported

absorption lines it is

-19 ± 3 km∕s.

This explains the results of

Merrill (1941b) that absorption lines for the entire group of long

period variables have no significant K-correction, since the majority
of absorption line velocities used by Merrill (1941b) are not from
observations, but are inferred by adding a correction of about 13 km/s

to the emission line velocities.
The difference between the emission line K-corrections for long

period variables which are grouped by whether or not absorption line
velocities are reported is surprising.

There is no obvious physical

distinction between stars in which absorption line velocities are

measured or not.

In general, absorption lines are seen in all long

period variables and the only criterion for measurement of absorption

line velocities seems to be the apparent brightness of the star
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(Preston, 1975).

Therefore, it is not surprising that the emission

line K-corrections of long period variables grouped by apparent

magnitude show similar differences as those grouped by the report of
absorption line velocities (see Table 2).

Similarly, since apparent

brightness is correlated with distance and distance is statistically
correlated with galactic latitude, stars grouped by galactic latitude

(see Table 2) also show differing emission line K-corrections.

Unless

Mira variables have formed within the last ~ 10? years, it is unlikely
i

that the emission line K-correction differences are due to galactic
structure.
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III.

DISCUSSION

The primary contribution of this chapter toward the understanding

of the structure of long period (Mira) variables and stellar masers is
that the traditional theory that the stellar radial velocity coin

cides with the optical absorption line velocities is not well founded.
This theory is primarily based upon the statistical determination
of a near zero absorption line K-correction.

In order to use all

known Mira variables with periods greater than 300 days in a statisti
cal analysis, it is necessary to estimate absorption line velocities

which are not measured for the majority of these stars.

Thus, the

absorption line K-correction determined from all Miras is based upon
the assumptions that the stars are both kinematically and physically

homogeneous.

Kinematic homogeneity is required because the same

emission line K-correction is assumed for all stars.

Physical homo

geneity is required because absorption line velocities are estimated
from emission line velocities by knowing this difference in only

about 1/3 of the stars.
The statistical re-analysis of the emission line K-corrections

for Miras with periods greater than 300 days presented in this chapter
casts strong doubt on the validity of the assumption of kinematic
homogeneity of this group of stars.

It is not clear if this is due to

a physical or evolutionary diversity among the stars analyzed, or if

systematic observational biases have entered into the measurements of
the emission line velocities.

Whatever the reason for the difference

between the emission line K-corrections of stars in which absorption
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line velocities are reported or not, absorption line K-corrections
should only be obtained from those stars in which the lines are
actually measured.

When this is done, the absorption line K-correction

appears to depart significantly from zero.

The value of + 10 km/s

is adopted as the best estimate of the absorption line K-correction.

It is determined by assuming a standard solar motion and Oort's
constant (see Table 2).

The most reasonable estimate of a formal one

standard deviation uncertainity is 5 km/s which takes into account
correlations of the K-correction with parameters of the solar motion

and differential galactic rotation.

This result suggests that the

measured absorption line velocities (near maximum light) of long
period variables with periods greater than 300 days are red shifted

with respect to the stellar radial velocity.

While there are many problems associated with determining
K-corrections for optical lines formed in long period variables, it

may be possible to determine the stellar radial velocity from OH maser

line velocities.

The OH velocities show no time variability which

makes them far more suitable as possible indicators of the stellar
radial velocity than the highly variable optical lines.

At present,

however, the number of stellar OH masers which have been identified

with nearby visible or infrared stars is small, which makes a statisti

cal analysis difficult.

It seems that in the future when more sensi

tive microwave systems are in operation ,

by stellar OH masers may grow.

the number of known near

16

With the presently available sample of identified stellar OH

masers, it is still possible to make some significant observations.
The K-correction for the high velocity OH emission complex estimated

by assuming a standard solar motion and Oort's constant is + 19 km∕s.
A formal one standard deviation uncertainty for this estimate, which
takes into account the correlations between the K-correction and the

solar motion and galactic rotation law assumed,is about 6 km/s (see

Table 1).

Therefore, the high velocity OH emission complex appears

red shifted from the stellar radial velocity.
The simplest model of the OH maser emission from Mira variables

is that the two emission complexes originate from the approaching and
receding

sides of an expanding circumstellar shell (see chapter II).

A more complex asymmetric model which involves emission only from the
approaching side of an expanding shell, but from in front and back of a

stationary shock-front; has been discussed by Wilson and Barrett (1972)
and Dickinson and Chaisson (1973).

In addition, a model for the super

giant source NML Cyg in which the high velocity OH emission arises

from the limb of an expanding shell has been proposed by Masheder et al

(1974).

Both of these models have been proposed because the stellar

radial velocity was assumed to be given by the optical absorption lines

and, therefore, by the high velocity OH emission.

The significantly

positive K-correction found for the high velocity OH emission complex

in stellar OH masers conflicts with this assumption, and the need for

such complex models is apparently removed.
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Chapter II
Spectral Line Very Long Baseline Observations

of OH Maser Emission from Mira Variables
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of astronomical masers, intense efforts have
been directed toward understanding the physical processes responsible
for the maser radiation and the environment in which the maser exists.

Molecular masers have been observed imbedded in HII regions, around

super-nova remnants, and in the circumstellar material of long period

variable (Mira) stars.

The masers associated with Mira stars are par

ticularly amenable to analysis because of the great amount of observa
tional data which have been accumulated in the visible, infrared, and

microwave regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, and because of the
stringent boundary conditions imposed on models of these objects by their

close association with cool, dusty stars.

One of the most striking features of the masers associated with Mira
variables, henceforth called stellar masers, is the strong 1612-MHz emis

sion of the hydroxyl radical (OH).

This radiation is observed as two

complexes of emission lines separated by Doppler shifts of — 30 km∕s.

Most stars with OH masers
SiO.

have other masing molecules such as H^0 and

Usually the Doppler velocities of the ^0 and SiO masers fall with

in the velocities of the two OH maser complexes.

The regularity of the

pattern of the maser velocities suggests that there are well defined

dynamical properties of the circumstellar material common to these stars.

Many dynamical models of stellar masers have been proposed but crucial
observations have been lacking.

The radial velocity of the central star

and the spatial distribution of the circumstellar material must be deter
mined to evaluate models involving general expansion, contraction, or

20

rotation of the circumstellar material.

The results of the statistical

determination of the stellar radial velocity presented in Chapter I,
coupled with the spatial distribution of the OH masers around the central

star described in this chapter, strongly argue against contraction or

rotation as the dominant dynamical structure in the circumstellar mate
rial .

The two complexes of OH emissions are Doppler shifted because the
masers probably emanate from the approaching and receding sides of cir

cumstellar material expanding from a central star.

While the general

regularities in the pattern of the maser emission can be explained in

this fashion, the detailed structure of the OH maser spectra appears to

be dominated by irregularities in the circumstellar material.

21
II.

OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

This chapter presents the results of two spectral-line very long

baseline (VLB) interferometric observations of stellar OH masers.

The

first experiment was conducted with the Owens Valley 130-foot (40 m) and

the Hat Creek 85-foot (26 m) telescopes from December 2-5, 1974.

The

second experiment was conducted with the Greenbank 140-foot (43 m) and

the Maryland Point 85-foot (26 m) telescopes from January 13-15, 1975.
A description of the performance characteristics of the equipment at each

station is given in Table 1.

All data was recorded with standard Mk II

VLB terminals and later cross-correlated on the NRA0 Mk II VLB processor

in Charlottesville, Virginia between December 1974 and March 1975.
post-processor data reduction consisted of several stages.

The

The first

involved time averaging the data and Fourier transforming the cross

correlation function into a "cross-correlated power spectrum."

This was

done on the NRA0 IBM 360 computer and required approximately 1 hour of

computer time for each hour of observation.

The time sequence of data

in each channel of the cross-correlated power spectrum was analyzed to
determine the complex fringe visibility function either by a Fourier

analysis or by least-squares fitting of the fringe frequency spectrum.

This data analysis was done on the Caltech IBM 370 computer with a series
of programs (described in Appendix I) which represent the cumulative

efforts of J. Moran, J. Romney, K. Johnston and myself.

The resultant

fringe amplitudes and phases as a function of time and spectral frequency

(or velocity) were modeled to determine the relative positions and sizes
of different spectral components.
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At present there is a calibration problem which affects data

obtained with the old 96 channel Mk II VLB processor and data reduction
programs.

Two sources, U Ori and W 43a, yield normalized fringe visi

bility amplitudes of ~ 1.6.

When the U Ori data was reprocessed on the

new 288 channel Mk II VLB processor and data reduction programs, a nor
malized fringe visibility amplitude of unity was obtained (see Fig. 4).

Thus, it is possible that some or all of the old Mk II processed data

may have normalized fringe visibility amplitudes which are a factor of
1.6 too high.

This affects the sources IRC+10011, R Aql, OH 26.5,

OH 1821-12, W 43a and VX Sgr.

At the present time it is unclear if the

calibration problem is due to a processor or software bug.

This prob

lem does not affect fringe phase determinations or any data obtained
from the new Mk II VLB processor on the sources U Ori and VY CMa.
Further, none of the conclusions reached in this research would be

altered by such a calibration problem.

The ultimate resolution of this

problem may require a full simulation of a spectral line source and
its analysis on the Mk II VLB processor and data reduction programs.
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III.

1612-MHz OBSERVATIONS

a)

IRC+10011

IRC+10011 (CIT 3) is one of the most important stellar OH masers
because of the striking symmetry of its 1612-MHz emission complexes.
This source had been observed in a previous experiment from Owens Valley

to Hat Creek (Reid and Muhleman, 1975) where an upper limit to the cross-

correlated flux density of 2 Jy implied that the apparent angular sizes
of both emission complexes are > 0'.'07 (FWHM circular gaussian) . IRC+10011
was observed for 15 hours over two days with the Greenbank to Maryland
Point baseline; nine hours were lost when one of the stations recorded

data on the wrong side of the tape.

extremely weak, was detectable.

The fringe amplitude, although

Figure 1 displays the total power

(single dish) and average cross-correlated power spectrum.

Figure 2

shows the fringe amplitude and the relative fringe phase of the -9 and
+26 km/s components as a function of time.

The time derivative of the

relative fringe phase is indicated by the slope of the line passing
through each phase point.

The fringe amplitude of both components

appears to stay within one turn (360°) over this time period.

However,

since each relative fringe phase point has integral turn ambiguities,
the proper "phase connection" is not entirely certain.

Serious "phase

connection" problems occur at interferometer hour angles (IHA) of 0¼5m,
2⅛5m, and 4⅛m.

The preferred phase connection is indicated by the data

points with error bars.

Alternative values differing by one turn are

indicated without error bars.
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Figure 1 - The single telescope spectrum is plotted above the interferospectrum for IRC + 10011. The ratio of the cross-correlated flux to the
total flux at any velocity is the normalized fringe visibility. The inter
ferometer spectrum is the sum of spectra for all scans on the Greenbaπk to
Maryland Point baseline. The single telescope spectrum shows considerable
"ringing” expected for narrow spectral lines and a uniform weighted spectrum.
The peak total flux of 1,0 corresponds to about 30 Jy. Note the 50 to 1
scale difference between the single telescope and interferometer spectra.
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Figure 2 - The fringe phase of the 26 km/s component minus the -9 km/s
component is plotted as a function of time above the fringe amplitudes
H and L, of the high and low velocity peaks respectively. Alternate phase
points, 360 from the "best values," are indicated without error bars.
Circles and squares represent observations on different days. The slopes
of the lines through the phase points give the relative fringe rates.
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It is difficult to analyze such low signal-to-noise data with pos

sible ambiguities present in the relative fringe phases.

However, one

can safely conclude from the low fringe amplitudes that the dominant com

ponents in the low and high velocity complexes are larger than about
0'.'5

Further, the fact that the fringe amplitudes did not

(FWHM) .

increase as the projected baseline length shortened by a factor of two

indicates a complex structure.

One structure which is consistent with

the low, non-varying fringe amplitudes is a "core-halo" whose small weak
core (≤ 0,.'05) is detected and whose large strong halo (^> 0'.'5) is fully

If the preferred phase connection (given by the data points

resolved.

with error bars in Fig. 2) is accepted, the spatial separation of the
components detected at -9 and +26 km/s is less than — 0'.'2.

The most

extreme possible variation of the relative fringe phase is about two
turns over the four hours of observation (i.e. from +360° at
-360° at 4

IHA to

IHA) which places a very conservative upper limit of ~ 1" on

the separation of these components.

b)

U 0rionis

U 0ri is the most peculiar and one of the most interesting stellar
OH masers.

It was reported by Wilson et al. (1972) to be a main line

(1665/7-MHz) HO maser with no detectable 1612-MHz emission greater than
0.5 JY.

In 1975, Pataki and Kalena reported strong 1612-MHz emission

from U 0ri.

The main line emission occurs near -42 and -36 km/s, and

has weakened since 1972 (Cimerman, 1975).

This is the only case in

which a dramatic change has been reported for a stellar OH maser.

U 0ri also has maser emission from ^0 and SiO (see Kaifu, Buhl and
Snyder, 1975).
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U Ori was first observed for a short period of time on the Owens
Valley to Hat Creek baseline.

These observations indicated that U Ori

had components which were at least an order of magnitude smaller in

apparent size than those of most stellar OH masers.

More extensive

observations were carried out on the Greenbank to Maryland Point base
line.

The first 90 minutes of observation at Greenbank were with linear

polarization at 90° P.A. (due to a temporary malfunction of one of the

two receiver channels), while the remaining observations were at right

circular polarization (RCP).

The total power spectra taken with the

Greenbank telescope at these two polarizations is shown in Fig. 3.

These

spectra indicate that the -39.4 km/s component is strongly (^ 50%) polar
ized and that the -45.5 km/s component is, apparently, also polarized.
This is the first report of a 1612-MHz maser with substantial polariza
tion.

Recent observations by Cimerman (1975) substantiate this

discovery and indicate that the - 39.4 km/s component is almost
100%, right circularly polarized.

Figure 4 displays the total power and average cross-correlated power
spectrum (RCP) for U Ori.

At any velocity, the ratios of the cross-

correlated power to the total power gives the normalized fringe visibil

ity.

Figure 5 shows the fringe amplitude of various spectral components

as a function of time.

The fact that the fringe amplitudes of all com

ponents detected in cross power did not increase as the projected base

line length decreased by a factor of two implies that the 1612-MHz emis

sion of U Ori is probably composed of many small maser components

(≤0'.,05).

In this case, the difference between the total power and
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-38

LSR VELOCITY (KM/S)
Figure 3. - Single telescope spectra in differing polarizations obtained
with the Greenbank 140’ telescope. The solid line spectrum is right
circular polarization and the dashed line spectrum is (east-west) linear
polarization,, A 144 pt. cosine weighted autocorrelation function was
transformed which gives a spectral resolution of 0.16 km∕s. Note the
differences between the spectra at -39.4 and -45.5 km/s which indicate
a significant degree of polarization. The peak total flux of 1.0
corresponds to about 25 Jy.
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-UM

-∣42

-<J0

-38

LSR VELOCITY <KM∕S)
Figure 4 - The single telescope spectrum (solid line) and the interfero
meter spectrum (crosses) for the RCP 1612 MHz emission of U 0ri. The
ratio of the interferometer spectrum to the single telescope spectrum
at any velocity gives the. normalized fringe visibility. The spectral
resolution is 0.10 km∕s. Note the very narrow feature at -41.0 km/s
in the interferometer spectrum.
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U Ori 1612 MHz
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Figure 5 - The interferometer power in three spectral channels as a function of time for the
Greenbank to Maryland Point baseline. The squares, circles, and crosses correspond to -44.8,
-41.0, and-39.5 km/s spectral components. Note the absence of significant time variations of
the interferometer power as the interferometer spacing, Of, and position angle, PA,change.
This is best explained if the interferometer power comes from small, ’'unresolved” spectral
components.
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cross-correlation power must be accounted for by many large (≥ 0'.,3)
components.

In addition, most spectral features appear to be composed

of two or more narrow spectral components.

This impression is supported

by the existence of a very narrow, isolated emission line at -41 km/s.
This line has a half-width at half-power of 650 Hz, which has been

slightly broadened by the spectral channel width of 200 Hz and by a
Doppler shift of ≈ 100 Hz caused by the earth's rotation over the

half-long scans.

The true line width is less than 600 Hz or 0.11 km∕s.

This is one of the narrowest lines ever observed in emission at 18 cm.

If the line is not narrowed by the maser process, it requires kinetic
temperatures of the gas of ≈ 5°K.

The spatial separations of the spectral components of U 0ri were
»
determined by fitting a position offset for each component to the fringe
phase data.

The spectral channel at -44.8 km/s was used as a phase

reference or calibrator, and an offset in right ascension and declina

tion was determined relative to this maser component.

A position offset

was determined by modeling the relative fringe phases, ∆Φ, by the equa

tion
∆Φ = 2π (u cos δg∆ α + V ∆δ )

where δ

(radians)

is the source declination, and u and v the projected baseline

lengths (wavelengths) along the east-west and north-south directions.
The right ascension, Δ∞ , and declination, ∆δ, offsets from the reference
feature position were adjusted to minimize the sum of the squares of the

observed minus model relative phases.

Relative fringe phases determined

by differencing the phase of two spectral channels are free of noise from
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imperfect frequency standards and atmospheric propagation effects, and
free of most systematic problems such as baseline or absolute source
position errors.
5° uncertainty.

Typical relative fringe phases for U Ori had less than

The map of the 1612-MH.z emission of U Ori determined

from relative fringe phases obtained with the Greenbank to Maryland Point
baseline is shown in Fig. 6.

As an example of the quality of the fits,

the data and model relative phases are displayed for three channels with
widely differing position offsets in Fig. 7a.
The map of U Ori can be characterized as three clusters of emission
separated by about 30 AU.

(The distance to U Ori determined by trigono

metric parallax measurements is 190 pc (wilson & Merrill, 1942) ∙)

It is

interesting to note that if one draws lines connecting the three clus

ters of emission, they closely resemble a 45° right triangle aligned
along the east-west and north-south axes.

This is almost certainly

coincidental (unless it is the work of extraterrestrial intelligence) ,

and the coincidence is not as remarkable as it may appear.

The chance

of three random points forming some regular geometric shape is reason

ably large ( ~10%).

It is almost impossible for any symmetric errors in

the data reduction to produce such effects since all of the data were
taken within the same observing bandpass and reduced simultaneously.

As

an internal check on the model fitting program, thé -39.5 km/s component

was tested as a phase or position reference and the relative positions
of the components were not changed.
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Figure 7a - The relative
fringe phases as a function oftinte of three representative spectral
components obtained withthe Greenbank to Maryland Point baseline are plotted with circles.
The least squares fits to these phasesare indicated by the solid lines.
Figure 7b - The relative
fringephases as a function of time of the three spectral components
in (a) obtained with the Owens Valley to Hat Creek baseline are plotted with squares. The
solid lines indicate the phases predicted by the position offsets determined with the Greenbank to Maryland Point baseline and used in the map shown in Figure 6.
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As a final check of the relative fringe phase map of U Ori (Fig. 6),

the position offsets determined from the Greenbank to Maryland Point
baseline data were used to predict the relative fringe phases expected
for the one and one-half hours of data taken one month earlier with the

Owens Valley to Hat Creek baseline.
shown in Fig. 7b.

These relative fringe phases are

The -41.0 km/s component phases from the Owens Valley-

Hat Creek baseline agree exceedingly well with the offset of 0'.'13 in the
right ascension and -0'.'015 in declination determined from the Greenbank
to Maryland Point baseline data.

The -39.5 km/s component phases from

the Owens Valley to Hat Creek baseline indicate a pure declination off
set, but do not agree with the -0'.'150 declination offset determined from
the Greenbank to Maryland Point baseline.

-0.125 ± .09N

for

Instead, it appears to be

N = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ..... ,

which represents integral fringe spacing ambiguities present due to the
lack of north-south motion of the projected baseline during the observa

tions.

There are several possible explanations for the discrepancy

between the -0'.'15 offset of the -39.5 km/s component determined from the
Greenbank to Maryland Point data and the -0'.'125 offset implied from the

Owens Valley to Hat Creek data.

First, the difference between the

clocks at the two telescopes was not precisely calibrated for the Owens

Valley to Hat Creek baseline.

This can introduce a constant relative

phase offset (see the discussion of the

3rd term in eq. (A-4 ) in the

Appendix) which would exactly mimic a declination offset for the very
limited U-V coverage obtained from this baseline.

This could account

for the apparent Q,.,025 discrepancy between the data from the two
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baselines.

Second, the two experiments were over one month apart, and

time variability of the source structure on a scale of ~ 0'.'025 cannot be
ruled out.

Thus, the detailed agreement of the relative fringe phases

for the two baselines of the -41.0 km/s component, and the qualitative
agreement for the -39.5 km/s component, strongly supports the map of

U 0ri displayed in Fig. 6.

c)

OH 26.5 + 0.6

OH 26.5 is a very strong stellar OH maser and infrared source at

20 microns (Evans, 1975).

No

optical

identification

has been

made, probably because of the very thick dust shell surrounding

the central star.

The strength and width of its low and high’

velocity emission complexes closely resemble

the "super-giant" stellar

OH masers - NML Cyg and VY CMa - while the 30 km/s separation of these

complexes more closely resembles a normal Mira OH spectrum.

It is dif

ficult to classify it either as a new type of stellar OH maser or as an

intermediate form between the Mira (giants) and the "super-giants."
OH 26.5 was detected with the Greenbank to Maryland Point baseline
with a fringe spacing of 0'.'4 (see Fig. 8).

The fringe visibilities of

the strongest components in each of the emission complexes were — 0.05,

indicating apparent sizes of ~ 0'.'4.

Thus, the apparent angular sizes

of the strongest components are similar to those of the Mira type, and

significantly larger than the "super-giant" sources (although the dis
tances to the super-giants and OH 26.5 are not known well enough to com

pare linear sizes).

CROSS-CORRELAT ED FLU X

TOTAL FLU X
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LSR VELOCITY (KM/S)

Figure 8 - The single telescope sppctrum is plotted above the interferometer
spectrum for OH 26.5. The ratio of the cross-correlated flux to the total
flux at any velocity is the normalized fringe visibility. This single
telescope spectrum was obtained with the Greenbank autocorrelator, rather
than from the Mk IT VLB processor, and thus the relative calibration of
the total flux and the cross-correlated flux could be in error by ns much
as a factor of two. The peak total flux of 10 corresponds to about 250
Jy. Note the spectral component near 18 km/s which has a fringe visibil
ity which is an order of magnitude greater than the other features.
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OH 26.5 has one very interesting spectral feature at 19 km/s.

In

the cross-correlated spectrum this feature is comparatively strong,

while in the total power spectrum this feature is very weak.

The fringe

visibility of this spectral feature is > 0.5, indicating that its appar

ent size is ≤ 0,.'l.

In addition, on this half-hour scan, the fringe rate

of the 19 and 12 km/s features differs by more than 1 mHz which probably
implies a spatial separation of these features of more than 31.'0.

The

presence of a weak, but unresolved component, among very strong, but

heavily resolved components, is not unique to this OH 26.5; it has been
reported in the 1612-MHz emission of VY CMa by Moran et al. (1975) .

The

strongest components in the total power spectrum (13 km/s and 42 km/s)
have fringe rates which differ by 0.4 ± 0.1 mHz which probably imply
separations of greater than l,.,0.

d)

R Aquilae

R Aql is one of the strongest 1612-MHz and (1667 MHz) stellar OH
masers.

Its 1612-MHz spectrum (see Fig. 9) is one of the most asymmetric

ever observed.

It is characterized by a strong, narrow, high-velocity com

plex at 54 km/s and a broader but very weak low velocity complex from
39-45 km/s.

The circumstellar dust shell surrounding R Aql is one of

the thinnest of all stellar masers as indicated by its low infrared

excess.

The 0.8μ-2.2μ (I-K) index of R Aql is 5.0 (Hyland et al., 1972).

The fringe visibility amplitude of the strongest component (+53.8
km/s) as a function of the projected baseline length is shown in Fig. 10.

The isolated data point at 2 x 10θ wavelengths is from the December, 1973,
Owens Valley to Hat Creek experiment (Reid and Muhleman, 1975), while
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1612 MHZ

CROS S-CO RREL ATED FLU X

TOT AL FLU X

R AQUILAE

LSR VELOCITY <KM∕S)
Figure 9 - The single telescope spectrum is plotted above the interfero
meter spectrum (from one 25 minute scan) for R Aql. The ratio of the
cross- correlated flux to the total flux at any velocity is the normalized
fringe visibility. The ringing in the single telescope spectrum is a
result of the narrow spectral line and the uniformly weighted spectrum.
The peak total flux of 1.0 corresponds to about 65 Jy.
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Μ

the rest of the data is from the Greenbank to Maryland Point experiment.
The structure of this maser component is complex and cannot be explained

by a single gaussian component.

The fringe amplitudes of U Ori,

IRC+1OQ11, and R Aql all show a similar complex structure which can be

explained with a "core-halo" model.

For R Aql, this model requires a

3 Jy component with a size CFWHM) ≤ 0','05 which is seen with projected
interferometer spacings less than 0l.'5, and a ~60 JY component with a size

(FWHM) ≈ 0'.'5,

Clearly more detailed observations of these sources with

both longer and shorter baselines would be desirable to better test the
validity of the core-halo type of structures proposed in this chapter.

e)

OH 1821-12

OH 1821-12 was observed in one twenty minute scan with the Greenbank to Maryland Point baseline.

Figure 11 displays the total power

and the cross-correlated power spectrum at a fringe spacing of ≈ 0.4

arc sec.

The total power spectrum was obtained from the Greenbank on

line auto-correlation reduction programs.
not yet been auto-correlated.)

(The Mk II video tapes have

The scaling of the cross-correlated

spectrum to the total power spectrum is not as precise as obtained with

the normal calibration procedure, but must be accurate within a factor
of two.
This source is interesting because the low velocity emission com

plex appears strong, while the high velocity complex is not detected, in

cross-correlation.

Although the absolute calibration of the cross- to

auto-correlation spectra is not very good for this source, the fringe
visibility of the -2 km/s component is at least a factor of 5 greater
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1612 MHZ

FLUX

0H1821-12

Figure 11 - The single telescope spectrum (solid line) and the inter
ferometer spectrum (crosses) at a fringe spacing of ~0,.,4 for the
1612 MHz emission of OH 1821-12. The ratio of the interferometer
spectrum to the single telescope spectrum at any velocity gives
the normalized fringe visibility. The spectra are uniformly
weighted and the peak flux of 1.0 corresponds to about 25 Jy.
Note the absence of the 27 km/s component in the interferometer
spectrum.
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than the visibility of the +27 km∕s component.

Assuming a visibility

> 0.5 for the -2 km/s component, its apparent size is < 0'.'2 (gaussian

FWHM) .

This implies a visibility of < 0.1 for the 27 km/s component,

and thus, an apparent size > 0,.'3 .

limits.

These are very conservative size

The real difference in size may be much greater.

f)

W 43a

W 43a has not been identified with an optical or IR star.

It is

located 10 arc min from the HII region W 43, but it is not clear if it
is directly associated,since its velocity is 60 km/s less than the HII
region (Wilson and Barrett, 1972).

W 43a has a 1612-MHz spectrum which

appears similar to other stellar OH masers, and thus, has been con

sidered a type II OH/IR star.
W 43a was observed on one twenty minute scan with the Greenbank to

Maryland Point baseline at a fringe spacing of ~0'.,4.

Figure 12 dis

plays the total power and cross-correlated power spectrum.

The calibra

tion of the fringe visibility of this source is questionable, since the

data was processed on the old 96 channel Mk II processor (see Section II
of this chapter).

km/s component.

A fringe visibility of unity was assumed for the 41

This implied fringe visibilities very close to unity

for all other spectral components which supports the adopted calibration.

A fringe visibility, γ, near unity was expected for this source (at a
fringe spacing of ≈ 0,.,4),

since Moran et al. (1975) found appar

ent sizes of the spectral features to be ≈ 0705.
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LSR VELOCITY <KM∕S)
Figure 12 - The single telescope spectrum (solid line) and the inter
ferometer spectrum (crosses) at a fringe spacing of ~0,.,4 for the
1612 MHz emission of W43a. The spectra are uniformly weighted
and the peak flux of 1.0 corresponds to about 45 Jy. Note that
all components in W43a appear spatially unresolved.
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g)

Vχ s¾r

VX Sgr is considered a supergiant stellar OH maser in some ways
similar to NML Cyg and VY CMa.

experiments.

It has been observed in two previous

Mutel (1974) detected VX Sgr with an Owens Valley to Hat

Creek baseline, and Moran et al. (1975) detected and mapped VX Sgr with
an Algonquin Park to Greenbank baseline.

VX Sgr was observed on two

twenty minute scans with the Greenbank to Maryland Point baseline at a

fringe spacing of ≈ Q,.'4 .

The total power and cross-correlated

power spectrum are presented in Fig. 13.

h)

OH 1837-05 and IRC+50137

No fringes were detected on one scan of OH 1837-05 with the
Greenbank to Maryland Point baseline or on several scans with the

earlier Owens Valley to Hat Creek baseline (Reid and Muhleman, 1975).
If the negative result (from the single 30 minute scan) on the Greenbank

to Maryland Point baseline is correct, this places a lower limit on the
apparent size (FWHM gaussian) of the strongest maser component of ~ 0'.'2.

No fringes stronger than 2 Jy were found on IRC+50137 with many scans on

the Greenbank to Maryland Point baseline at fringe spacings of from 0'.,2
to 0,.,4.

This implies a lower limit on the apparent angular size of the

strongest maser components of — 0'.,3 .
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VX SGR

1612 MHZ

Figure 13 - The single telescope spectrum (solid line) and the inter
ferometer spectrum (crosses) at a fringe spacing of ~0'.,4 for the
1612 MHz emission of VX Sgr. The spectra are uniformly weighted
and the peak flux of 1.0 corresponds to about 30 Jy.
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IV.

a)

1667-MHz OBSERVATIONS

R Aquilae, W Hydrae, IRC-1Q529

Three of the strongest main line emitting Mira type OH masers -

R Aql, W Hya, and IRC-10529 - were observed with the Owens Valley to Hat
Creek baseline.

Very weak fringes may have heen detected on W Hya with

a fringe spacing of 0'.'4 which is the shortest projected interferometer

spacing for this source.

This should be confirmed by future observation

No fringes greater than 2 Jy were detected on R Aql or IRC-10529 with
fringe spacings of about 0'.'l.

Lower limits on the apparent size of the

strongest maser component in each of these sources are 0'.'2 for W Hya,
0707 for R Aql and 0'.'05 for IRC-10529.
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V.

DISCUSSION

One of the most fundamental problems concerning Mira variable stars
has been the determination of the dynamical structure of the gas and

dust surrounding many of these objects.

The recent discovery of OH radio

emission from the reddest Mira and infrared variables (Wilson, et al.,

1970) has enabled the circumstellar material to be examined in great
detail through the very intense OH maser radiation at 18 cm.

The OH

maser radiation from these stars exhibits a characteristic spectrum of

two complexes of emission lines each several km/s wide and separated by
several tens of km/s.

The velocities of these OH emission complexes

correlate with the optical emission and absorption line velocities.

However, unlike most of the optical lines which are formed in or near
the stellar photosphere, the OH radio lines are formed directly in the

circumstellar material.

Thus, the radio emission Is probably one of

the best probes of the conditions and structure of the circumstellar

material.

Once the characteristic OH emission pattern was established, several
models of the dynamical structure of the circumstellar material were

proposed.

Wilson et al. (1970) originally outlined most of the models

being discussed in the present literature.

These models require either

expanding or contracting spherical shells, rotating disks, or shock
waves propagating into the circumstellar material.

The primary results

of this Chapter and Chapter I lead to the conclusion that the simple
expanding models are in best agreement with the available data.
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a)

Contracting or Rotating Circumstellar Envelopes

Direct observational evidence exists which strongly rules out
either contraction or rotation as the primary motion of the circumstel-

lar material.

If circumstellar material is contracting onto the central

star then the OH emission could originate from the approaching and
receding sides of a spherical circumstellar envelope.

If the circumstel

lar material possesses enough angular momentum to have formed a stable
rotating disk, the OH emission could originate from the approaching and
receding edges of this disk, if its rotation axis is not aligned parallel

to our line sight.

These models require the velocity separation of the

two complexes of emission, ∆v, to be supported by gravitational energy
alone.

In both cases, one-half of the velocity separation must be less

than the escape velocity of the material at the distance, r, of the
masing molecules from the central star:

∆v

<

V

2GM.
(1)

The observations reported in this paper place a lower limit on the

apparent angular size, θ

app

» of the stellar maser components.

The dis-

tance of the masing molecules from the star must be greater than the

apparent linear size, ^app> θf the maser components.

If this were not

the case, then velocity differences across the apparent amplifying

region would equal half the velocity separation of the two emission com
plexes in the contracting or rotating models.

This would produce two

very broad and partially blended emission features instead of the nar
re», well separated emission complexes observed.

Thus,
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t,

app

= θ

app

d < r

where d is the distance from the star to the sun.

Substituting this

relation into equation (1) and solving for the mass of the star yields

1
m > I
*
8

∆v θ
d
----- _äEE_
G

(2)

All of the parameters on the right hand side of equation (2) are well

determined by observation.

For example, parameters for a typical stel

lar maser (e.g. IRC+10011) are ∆v — 35 km∕s, θ

~ 0'.'5, and d — 300 pc

Thus, for contraction or rotation to lead to the observed OH maser spec
tra, equation (2) requires the mass of the central star to exceed 25 M
β

The lower limit to the mass of the central star obtained from
equation {2} is likely to be a very conservative one for at least two
reasons.

First, the linear size of the masing regions was estimated,

assuming that it is no larger than the apparent size.

It has long been

recognized that the apparent size of a maser can be less than its pħysi

cal size (e.g. Goldreich and Keeley, 1972; Litvak, 1973).

Although it

is difficult to obtain a reliable estimate of this factor except under

highly idealized assumptions of the geometry and state of saturation of
the maser, it is likely that the masers are at least a factor of two
larger than their apparent size.

a factor of two required

Second, equation (1) does not include

in the rotational case by the Virial theorem,

and probably a larger factor for the contracting case if outward pres
sure due to radiation from the central star and collisions in the cir-

cumstellar material are considered.

Taking these points into account,
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a more realistic lower limit to the mass of the central star required for
for a contracting or rotating circumstellar cloud is 50 to 100 M .

It

β

is unlikely that the masses of the Mira stars with OH maser emission

could be in excess of a few solar masses , and

Thus, neither contrac

almost impossible for them to approach — 50 Mffl.

tion nor rotation can be the dominant dynamical condition of the cir

cumstellar material in the stellar maser sources.

It is important at this point to discuss the possibility of scat
tering being responsible for the large observed apparent maser sizes.
The preceding discussion required relating the apparent source size with

the physical size of the masing regions.

If scattering broadens an

intrinsically small maser feature to the — 1" sizes observed in our

experiments, contraction or rotation of the circumstellar material could
not be ruled out.

The masers could originate much closer to the central

star where gravitational forces could reasonably support the velocity
separations observed in the OH maser spectra.

However, it seems impos

sible that scattering from electrons in either the interstellar or the

interplanetary medium

could enlarge the 18 cm OH maser sizes to ~ l'.'0.

Both pulsars and quasars are observed through the interstellar and inter
planetary medium to have apparent sizes more than two orders of magni
tude smaller than the stellar OH masers.
While material between the earth and the masing stars cannot scat

ter the OH emission into a 1" beam, one could hypothesize that material
directly associated with the circumstellar cloud

radiation passing through it.

could scatter maser

This possibility is difficult to rule out.
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However, observations of maser components in the same star with widely
differing apparent sizes argues against this hypothesis.

The 1612-MHz

emission from U Ori reported in this paper has components with sizes
smaller than 0V02, and others with sizes larger than 0','5.

Also, in the

supergiant source VY CMa, some 1665 and 1667-MHz maser components are
smaller than Q'.'05 (Chapter III) and one 1612-MHz component is smaller

than 0'.'02 (Moran et al., 1975), while other 1612-MHz maser components

are about 0'.'l.

Therefore, unless the circumstellar scattering material

is exceedingly clumpy on a 1" scale it cannot be invoked to explain the
observations.

In light of this difficulty and the problem of creating

a very strong, wide angle (~180° scattering angles) scattering region

(presumably by ionizing a large amount of circumstellar material) at
distances > 10

15

cm from a cool M-type star, the apparent sizes of at

least the largest maser components will be assumed to represent an
intrinsic property of the maser.
b)

Expanding Circumstellar Envelopes

The large size of the OH masers around Mira variables appears to

make expansion of the circumstellar material the most plausible possibil

ity.

There is little problem in supplying the energy needed to drive

circumstellar material outward by means of radiation pressure, since the

luminosities of the central stars are very high: L — 10^ L®.

Theoreti

cal arguments (Salpeter, 1974) suggest that the stellar radiation
strongly accelerates dust grains which form a few stellar radii from the
star.

Collisions between grains and gas transfer momentum

to the gas, which causes it to flow
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outward (a detailed discussion of the physical processes involved in the
circumstellar envelope is given by Goldreich and Scoville, in press).

Two classes of models of expanding circumstellar shells exist which

could lead to the velocity separation observed in the OH maser spectrum.
The one which is the simplest and in best agreement with all of the
observational data is that the OH emission originates in the approaching

and receding sides of expanding thick circumstellar "shell. "

will be discussed later.

This model

The other model is that the OH emission we

observe originates only from the approaching side of an expanding

"shell."

A stationary shock front is postulated in which material

inside (i.e. closer to the star) the shock front is expanding at the

velocity of the low velocity OH complex, and the material outside the

shock front is stationary with respect to the star which is moving at
the velocity of the high velocity OH complex.
the shock front model is given in Fig. 14.
serious drawbacks.

A schematic diagram of

This model has several

If the maser is amplifying its own spontaneous emis

sion, then maser emission from the far side of the star (which would
have a higher velocity than the "high velocity" OH complex) should exist

The absence of this (third) emission complex requires a strong absorber
between the masing region and the central star.

Alternatively, if the

maser is amplifying 18 cm emission originating closer to the central
star than the masing region, then the maser components we observe would
be images of the central source.

This could explain the absence of

observed maser emission from the far side of the star.

These conditions

could be met by postulating an ionized region which is optically thick
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y

Figure 14.--A schematic diagram of the shock front model for the origin
of stellar OH maser emission. The low velocity emission, v^,
comes from OH expanding radially outward from the star, and the
high velocity OH emission, v^, comes from OH at rest with respect
to the star and at a greater distance. The two regions of OH
emission are separated by a shock front (dashed circle). No
emission is observed from the far side of the star. An ionized
region (denoted by e ) is postulated to absorb far side emission.
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at 18 cm.

Whether this ionized region is an absorber or a source, it

must have a diameter at least as large as the apparent extent of the low
velocity OH emission complex to explain the OH spectra observed.

Another

important constraint on the ionized region is that it must not extend
far enough outward from the star to absorb either of the observed OH

emission complexes.

This excludes the shock front as the ionization

source.
Several observations have been reported in the literature which

have a bearing on the existence of an ionized region surrounding the

central star.

Observations by Wilson (1971) place an upper limit of

0.27 Jy for the 3.5 mm flux density of NML Cyg, a very strong 1612-MHz
OH emitting "supergiant."

Observations by Harris (1974) with the

Cambridge 5 km telescope place an upper limit on the 6 cm flux density
of NML Cyg at 0.010 Jy.

Recently, Goss et al. (1974) reported a detec

tion of NML Cyg at 2.8 cm of 0.012 ± 0.002 Jy.

Goss et al. argue that

these observations can be explained by a small HII region of 0'.'07
(5 X 10

1A,

cm at 500 pc) with an electron density of 10

electron temperature, T , of 10^oK.

6

3
e/cm and an

While such an ionized region can

(and perhaps does) explain the 2.8 cm emission, it cannot be invoked to

totally absorb 18 cm OH maser emission from the back side of the cir-

cumstellar cloud surrounding NML Cyg.

In order to absorb back side

emission, the ionized region must be assumed to be at least as large as

the total angular extent of the front side emission which Davies et al.
(1972) report as greater than 1 arc second (7.5 x 10^ cm at 500 pc).

Using this size for the ionized region, the observations reported by
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Goss et al. C1974) require that

TfcΩs

where

=

2.8 X 10~9 0K st. rad

,

is the brightness temperature and Ωg is the solid angle of the

HII region.

This in turn implies T^ ~ 40°K.

If the cloud is optically

thick at 2.8 cm, this implies an electron temperature of close to the

brightness temperature of 40°K which is improbable in a region contain
ing dust at about 600oK (Hyland et al., 1972).

It is nearly impossible to construct a set of parameters for an
ionized region which can satisfy all of the observational constraints
and still absorb the OH emission from the back side of the star.

The

best one can do is make the optical depth as low as possible at 2.8 cm,

in order to obtain a more reasonable electron temperature, but not so
low that the HII region becomes optically thin at 18 cm and cannot
absorb the back side maser radiation.

0.5 and τ,o
=4.
18 cm

If τ, n
=0.1, then τ< n
=
2.8 cm
6.0 cm

In this case, the 2.8 and 6.0 cm emissions are
’

from optically thin regions where the spectral index of an HII region

is nearly zero.

Thus, the expected 6.0 cm flux density could only be

slightly lower than the 2.8 cm flux density of 0.012 Jy; it is possible,
then, that it could have barely escaped detection at the (6.0 cm) 0.010
Jy limit of Harris (1974).

An optical depth of four at 18 cm is just

barely large enough to absorb most of the 200 Jy which would come from

the back side if it is assumed to be similar to the front side (low
velocity emission complex) and escape detection at about a 3 Jy limit

(Wilson et al., 1970).

With a 2.8 cm optical depth of 0.1, the bright

ness temperature of 40oK calculated above implies an electron
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temperature of 400 0K which is closer to, but still below, the dust

temperature.

These parameters define an emission measure of 2.5x10

Q

cm θ pc, a rms electron density of 3 x 1Q5J cm~ 3 , and a total mass of
ionized hydrogen of ~ 10

-4

M®.

This requires a significant fraction

(~ 10%) of the hydrogen be ionized assuming the model calculations of

Goldreich and Scoville (in press) of molecular abundances.
While it is highly improbable, given the NML Cyg observational

limits, to have a large obscuring HII region close to the star as
required by the shock front model, there is another argument against

this model.

The shock front model requires the high velocity OH emis

sion complex to have the same radial velocity as the star and the low

velocity OH emission complex to be systematically approaching us.

Historically, the only reason that such a model was postulated was to

make the OH velocity structure agree with the belief that the optical
absorption line velocities (which lie close to the high velocity OH
complex) represented the stellar radial velocity.

sented in chapter I

The analysis pre

casts strong doubt on this long-standing view, at

least for stars with molecular masers.

It appears that the high velo

city OH complexes and the optical absorption lines are redshifted with

respect to the stellar radial velocity.

The existence of 0H maser lines

which are redshifted with respect to the central star in an expanding

system requires emission from the back side.

This cannot be accounted

for by the shock wave models.

The only simple model which explains the large sizes of the stellar
OH masers and the existence of OH emission, which is redshifted with
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respect to the stellar radial velocity, is the expanding thick shell
model.

The OH emission is observed

from the front (approaching) and back

(receding) of the expanding "shell" and corresponds to the low and high
velocity emission complexes.

Since the paths of maximum maser gain are

those in which the line-of-sight velocity to the observer are nearly
constant, the emission ideally should be confined to a small "cap"
directly in front of and in back of the star.

Maser emission from the

limbs is not expected because the line-of-sigħt velocity gradient is
steepest there.

halfway

This model requires the stellar radial velocity to lie

between the velocities of the two maser complexes.

This pre

dicted stellar velocity is about one standard deviation away from the
nominal value determined by statistical methods (Chapter I).
From this qualitative model, one would expect that the low and high

velocity OH emission complexes would, in general, overlap on the sky.

The present observations are not adequate to critically evaluate this
prediction, since most of the objects were overresolved with the

baselines used.

However, in the cases of IRC+10011 and U Ori the

qualitative predictions of the simple expanding model are not violated.

The features detected in each emission complex in IRC+10011 appear to

be spatially separated by a distance which is less than the apparent

sizes of the dominant (overresolved) components, and it is possible that
no measurable offset exists.

The various maser components mapped in the

low velocity complex of U Ori (the high velocity complex has not been
observed to be stronger than ~ 1 Jy at 1612-MHz) are all confined within
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0,.,2 and thus, are extended over a region which is smaller than the appar
ent sizes of the heavily resolved components & 0'.'5).

c)

Structure of the Circumstellar Material

The optical, infrared, and microwave observational data available
on stellar maser sources together define a fairly complete, semiquanti

tative description of the entire object.

However, many details remain

uncertain; for example, at this point we cannot distinguish between an
expanding spherical or disk-like structure of the circumstellar material.

More detailed and

quantitative theoretical descriptions of the physical

properties of the circumstellar material are given by Litvak (1973) and
Goldreich and Scoville (in press).

The central star is a late M-type Mira variable with photospheric
temperatures which average about 2000oK and have peak-to-peak fluctua
tions of about 500oK (Merrill, 1940).

The central star is quite large;

Nather and Wild (1973) have measured the size of R Leo to be ≈2.5 x 10
cm at visible to near-IR wavelengths by a lunar occultation.

14

The

optical emission lines of hydrogen and absorption lines of excited metal
lic oxides are formed near the turbulent photosphere, and the neutral

metallic absorption lines are formed further from the star in the cooler

circumstellar material.

An extensive layer of dust, probably containing

silicates, envelopes the star and in many cases totally obscures the

optical emission from the stellar photosphere.

The dust distribution has

been determined for IRC+10011 by a lunar occultation (Zappala et al.,
1974) to be densest near 5 x 10

14

cm and to extend outward to at least
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5 X 10

cm.

The temperature in the dust appears to range from about

600 K to about 200°K at these two distances.
The radial velocity structure of the circumstellar material is

probably dominated by radiation pressure (Salpeter, 1974).

tion pressure and gravitational force decrease

Since radia

as the inverse square of

the distance from the central star, the expansion velocity should mono-

tonically increase with distance and rapidly approach a terminal velo

city (cf. Kowk, 1975).

Since the 1612-MHz OH emission occurs at such

large distances from the star, the terminal expansion velocity should be
given by half the velocity separation of the outer edges of the low and

high velocity 1612-MHz emission complexes.

In general, the 1665 and

1667-MHz complexes have a slightly smaller velocity separation than the
1612-MHz complexes.

Thus, theoretically, the main line emission should

occur closer to the central star than the 1612-MHz emission.

This seems

to be observationally confirmed for the supergiant source VY CMa, in
which the main line emission complexes have smaller apparent sizes

(Chapter III) and are confined to a smaller region than the 1612-MHz
complexes (Masheder et al., 1974; Harvey et al., 1974; and Chapter III).
The three strongest main line emitting Mira variables, W Hya, R Aql, and

IRC-10529, exhibited sizes greater than — 0,.,06.

This implies, at least

for R Aql where the stronger 1612-MHz emission was detected, that while

the main line emission sizes may still be smaller than the 1612-MHz
sizes, the difference is probably not very great.

If this tentative
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conclusion is substantiated by further observations, it means that the
main line emission occurs under similar conditions as the 1612-MHz emis

sion.

While the simple expanding shell model seems qualitatively correct

it cannot account for the detailed structure often observed in each OH
emission complex.

In many masers, each emission complex is composed of

many maser components separated by ≤ 5 km∕s.

The simple shell model

requires maser components at the outer edge of each emission complex to
originate from points directly in front or back of the shell.

Maser

components near the inner regions of each emission complex should ori
ginate away from our line-of-sight to the star.

city, v^

The line-of-sight velo∙

, of material observed across the shell surface is given by

v1
(θ)
los

=

Vcos(0) + V

where V is the expansion velocity, v

s

(3)

is the stellar radial velocity,

and θ is the angle at the star between the sun and a point on the shell
surface (see Fig. 15a).

The path length through the shell over which

maser amplification seems favorable (i.e. over which v^θg does not
change by more than the width of the maser line) can be estimated

assuming a constant expansion velocity at large distances from the star

and maser path lengths less than the "shell" thickness.

If a maser com

ρonent originates at a distance, a, from our line-of-sight to the star

and a distance, r, (see Fig. 15b) from the center of the star, then its

velocity is given by equation (3) with θ = sin-1(a∕r).

The path length
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of maser amplification, X,, is given by

Kr,θ)

≈

r∆θ∕sin(θ)

(4)

where ∆θ is the angular extent of the maser amplification path length
seen by the star and is determined by requiring that

∣∆v∣

«=

∣v(θ + ∆θ) - v(θ) I

≈

VΛ0slnθ

be less than a typical Doppler width of the maser line.

(5)

Combining

equation (3), (4), and (5), the maser path length as a function of velo
city is determined

X(r,v)

≈ r(Δv∕V) -------- --------2
1 - (v∕V)

(6)

As an example, equation (6) is plotted in Fig. 15c for values of

∆v = 0.5 km∕s, r = 10^ cm and V = 15 km∕s.

The rapid decrease in the

maser path length as the line-of-sight velocity departs from the expan
sion velocity explains the existence of the two emission complexes, but

it predicts velocity widths of the complexes which are narrower than
observed in many sources.
The simple expanding shell model predicts that maser components

with velocities relative to the central star, which are geometrically

less than the expansion velocity, should be located on a ring (see

Fig. 15a) centered on the star’s position and with a radius, a, given

by
a(v) ≈ r sin θ = r∖∕1 - (v∕V)^

(7)
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Very few high quality maps of the OH emission exist which can be used

to test this prediction.

The low velocity emission complex of NML Cyg

mapped by Masheder et al. (1974) has components whose offsets from the
center of the shell, presumably given by the -26 km/s components,

roughly follow the simple shell model (i.e. eq. (7)).

However, the spa

tial distribution of the components in the high velocity complex do not.

It is possible that the severe blending of the maser components, evi
dent in the high velocity emission complex of NML Cyg, could lead to

systematic errors in the spatial mapping; this problem can only be

attacked with multi-baseline observations (see discussion in Chapter
III),

The map of the low velocity complex of U Ori (Fig. 6) does show

the higher velocity maser components falling further from the presumed

center of the shell, represented by the -46.2 km/s position, but is not
in good quantitative agreement with the simple shell model.

Accurate

maps of VY CMa (Chapter III) at 1612 and 1665-MHz show no strong agree
ment with the simple shell model.

Therefore, the observational indica

tions are that there is less coherent and more random structure than
predicted by the simple shell model.
There are two reasons why the structure of each OH emission complex

could depart from that predicted by the simple shell model.

First,

there is little reason to believe that the circumstellar shell should be
homogeneous.

The shell may fragment Into many small clumps as it expands

due to irregularities present during its formation and initial accelera
tion near the stellar surface.

This may explain the apparent preference for
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the individual maser components to appear as localized emission spots,
rather than rings predicted by the simple shell model.
The second possible reason for departures from the simple shell

model is that it seems more likely that the many concentric circumstellar shells should be formed around the central star.

The formation and

acceleration of the dust grains a few stellar radii from the central
star are probably critically tied to the temperature cycle of these

highly variable stars (cf. Salpeter, 1974).

Temperatures near the

photosphere of the star typically change by 25% over one period (Merrill,
1940).

It is possible that during a particularly bright cycle, or every

cycle, a dust shell may condense and be accelerated away from the star.
Since the temperature and hence the radiation pressure of the star at
different maxima can vary considerably, each shell probably receives a
different initial acceleration, and therefore, a different terminal
velocity.

Thus, the collection of maser components in the OH emission

complexes could originate in several circumstellar shells with slightly

different expansion velocities.

These shells may not be homogeneous

and emissions within any one may be somewhat offset from our line-of-

sight to the star.

In this case, maps of the spatial structure of the

maser components in each OH emission complex would still be confined to

a region much less than the diameter of the shell, but would be somewhat
randomly distributed within this region.
The 1612-MHz OH emission from Mira variables is characterized by

(at least) three levels of structure.

The grossest structure is the

existence of two well defined narrow emission complexes separated by
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tens of km/s.

This can be explained by a simple expanding shell model.

The next level of structure lies in the organization of many masing com

ponents in each emission complex.

This structure seems to indicate the

existence of more than one inhomogeneous circuitstellar shell.

Finally,

the observations reported in this chapter imply that individual maser

components have complex structures.

This structure is interesting

because it probably represents an intrinsic property of the maser pro

cess .

The fringe visibility amplitudes of maser components in IRC+10011,
R Aql, and U Ori are characterized by low values which are nearly con
stant over fringe spacings of ≤ 0,.'08 to ~ 074.

For R Aql, the fringe

amplitude is observed to turn up (see Fig. 10) only at fringe spacings

i≥ 0,.,5.

This type of a fringe visibility function can be explained in

several ways.

Each maser component may be composed of two components:

one very small ≤ 0705 and weak (excluding U 0ri)~ 2 Jy component, and
one very large

075 strong component which comprises most of the flux

observed in total power spectra.

Alternatively, a single uniformly

bright "disk" ~ 078 could mimic the present data.

In order to distin

guish between these possibilities further high sensitivity observations

with 075 to 1" fringe spacings are crucial.
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Chapter III

VY CMa
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I. INTRODUCTION

VY CMa is a strong stellar OH maser source.

Its peculiar optical

properties were noted by Herbig (1970), and its OH maser emission was
first detected by Eliasson and Bartlett (1969).

Masheder et al.

(1974)

attempted to map the OH emission from observations with a 20 km microwave linked interferometer.

These workers are cautious about the

reliability of their map because of the limited U-V coverage available
to them and the severe blending or overlapping of individual spectral

components in the source.

Recently, VY CMa was observed on two spec

tral line VLB experiments: a 550 km baseline from Owens Valley to Hat
Creek and a 225 km baseline from Greenbank to Maryland Point.

This

paper presents the results of a direct Fourier inversion analysis of
the 1612-MHz emission from VY CMa.

This is the first attempt at such

an analysis procedure for VLB data, and it has proven to be of great
value in determining the structure of this complex source.

In addi

tion, a fringe phase map of the 1665-MHz emission of VY CMa is
presented.
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a) Analysis Procedures
Most attempts to map spectral line sources from interferometric

observations have relied upon modeling the differences in fringe phase
between one reference component and the remaining spectral components

(i.e., relative phases).

this procedure has been

In some cases

highly successful (e. g., Moran et al., 1968; Johnston et al. , 1971;

Knowles et al., 1974; and Chapter II of this work).

However, there

are two major problems in modeling relative fringe phase data which
have limited the analyses of many sources.

First, the fringe phase, φ,

is usually determined by
φ = arctan [lm(γ)∕Re(γ)]
where Y is the complex fringe visibility.

(1)

This causes fringe phases

to have integral turn (1 turn = 360 degrees of phase) ambiguities which

are often difficult to resolve.

In order to avoid phase ambiguities,

many investigators have chosen to analyze the fringe rate, f

(i.e., the

time derivative of $), rather than the phase itself, at the cost of at

least an order of magnitude loss of sensitivity to relative positions
of spectral components.

The second problem in modeling fringe phase

data is that, in many sources, individual spectral components are
blended (i.e., overlap in frequency).

This may be a result of inade

quate instrumental spectral resolution or it may be an intrinsic
property of the source.

When several spectral components are blended,

the fringe power in a spectral channel can have very complex time vari
ations.

For example, in stellar maser sources, such as VY CMa, many com

ponents are widely spaced on the sky and are severely spectrally blended.
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in spectral channels where this occurs, the fringe aαp∏fct⅛s exWUt
deep nulls,and, correspondingly, the phase exhibits large jumps.
The problem of mapping sources with blended spectral components

is very difficult.

In a few cases, the data in a spectral channel

containing blended components can be modeled by a single component
with a position offset with the hope of determining the position of the

centroid of the fringe power.

However, if large phase jumps exist in

the data, the centroid position estimate can easily be in error by an

interferometer fringe spacing.

Further, in cases where the phase data,

rather than the fringe rate data, are used, the phase jumps due to

blending of components can seriously hinder the resolution of fringe
phase ambiguities.

There are two methods of analyzing interferometer data which can
handle problems of spectral blending.

First, one can attempt to model

the fringe power in a spectral channel as the sum of several components
and simultaneously fit a set of parameters representing each component*

strength, shape and position to both the fringe amplitudes and phases.
This process requires resolution (i.e., phase connection) of the phase
turn ambiguities.

Two component models have been fit to spectral inter

ferometer data by Harvey et al.

(1975).

generally is a difficult task.

It is a non-linear process and requires

Multiple component modeling

significant a priori knowledge of the source structure to assure a
reasonable expectation of success.

An alternative procedure for analyzing interferometer data is to
Fourier invert the complex fringe visibility, and then to deconvolve

the response of the transform to a point source from the inverted map.
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The major advantages o£ tkτs procedure are that it is linear /and thus

requires no a priori knowledge of the source structure), and that it
does not require resolution of the fringe phase ambiguities.

However,

without a large array of well spaced baselines the deconvolution or

"cleaning" (Högbom, 1974) process can create spurious features in the
maps .

VY CMa was observed in two experiments approximately one month

apart.

Since VY CMa is only slowly variable on a scale of ~ 1000 days

(Herbig, 1970), the data obtained from the two experiments can be

combined confidently.

The U-V coverage obtained by observing the

source when it was more than 10° above the horizon is shown in Fig. 1.
A zero spacing point is included since the total power spectrum of the
source is known from auto-correlating

scope.

the Mk II VLB tapes for each tele

Although the absolute zero spacing flux is poorly known, it is

known with great precision relative to the interferometer fluxes.

The

scaling of the interferometer flux to the total flux of the source
can be done with a precision of better than 5% for strong signal to

noise sources.
The response of the Fourier inversion of data representing a point

source is called the "dirty beam" and is shown in Fig. 2.

The major

structure of the dirty beam can be represented by a main lobe with a

full width at half maximum of roughly 0,.,2 by 0'.'l extended along the

north-east, south-west direction.

Dominant sidelobes peaking to -50%

and +50% of the main lobe strength are approximately 0,.'25 and 0,.'45 from

the center of the main lobe, respectively.

Secondary side lobes of up

to ± 20% extend over a second of arc in the north-south direction.
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Figure 1 - Projected interferometer spacings in the east (U) and
north (V) directions for the two baseline observations of VY CMa at
1612 MHz. U and V are in units of 106 wavelengths. A second U-V
track is indicated for each baseline since the complex fringe visi
bility, γ, satisfies the relation γ(U,V) = γ*(-U,-V). A zero spacing
point is also indicated.
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Δ0λ- (orc sec)

Figure 2 - The response of the Fourier inversion of a point source,
the dirty beam, with the U-V coverage of Fig. 1. Contour levels are
at intervals of 20% of the peak response and the zero level contour
has been suppressed,.
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The 1 arge side lobes of the dirty beam preclude a very accurate

cleaned map.

For example, a source composed of very many closely

spaced components is difficult to analyze with such a beam.

In order

to test the limitations of the Fourier inversion and cleaning process

with the U-V coverage obtained for VY CMa, many source structures

were tested by calculating their fringe visibilities and adding
noise to simulate real data.
transformed and cleaned.

The simulated data were then Fourier

The results of some of these simulations

are presented in Figs. 3a and 3b, where the correct source structure
is compared with the full simulated, transformed, and cleaned maps.

The quality of these and other simulated maps indicates that source

structures such as a single large elongated component or a double

source are easily identified and mapped with the U-V coverage avail

able for VY CMa.

The simulations also indicated that with the very

limited U-V coverage available in this set of experiments, that data

noise had far less effect upon the final cleaned maps than the clean

ing process itself.

Fig. 3c shows the limitations of the cleaning

process on a very complex (five component) source when no noise is
added to the simulated data.

Two procedures were used to approach the cleaning process.

First,

a direct cleaning of the entire region to be mapped was done for
most spectral channels.

Examples of some of these cleaned maps are

shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7.

The total power spectrum of the 1612-MHz

emission of VY CMa is presented in Fig. 8.

It became clear from the

simulations that such a cleaning process introduced errors of roughly

25% of the peak brightness of the map (see Fig. 3c).

Thus, spurious

The
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Figure 4.—Map of the 1612-MHz emission of VY CMa at 38.1 km∕s. Contour levels are 10oK with the zero
level contour suppressed. 1 Jy corresponds to 180K for a point source with the 0.20 by 0.13 arc
sec clean beam indicated in the lower right of the map.

Δ 9, (arc sec)
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Figure 5.—Map of the 1612-MHz emission of VY CMa at -3.8 km∕s. Contour levels are 10°K with the zero
level contour suppressed. 1 Jy corresponds to 18°K for a point source with the 0.20 by 0.13 arc
sec clean beam indicated in the lower right of the map.

Δ 0, (arc sec)
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Figure 6.—Map of the 1612-MHz emission of VY CMa at -7.1 km∕s. Contour levels are 10°K with the zero
level contour suppressed. 1 Jy corresponds to 18°K for a point source with the 0.20 by 0.13 arc
sec clean beam indicated in the lower right of the map.

∆8i

(arc sec)
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Figure 7 - Map of the 1612 MHz emission of VY CMa at 45 9 km∕s. Contour levels are 10oK with
the zero level contour suppressed. 1 Jy corresponds to 18°K for a point source with the 0.20
by 0.13 arc/sec clean beam indicated in the lower right of the map.
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components of this strength probably appear in these waps anâ the
strengths of real components probably have similar uncertainties.
The direct cleaning process indicated that most of the spectral

channels of VY CMa contained from two to four components of sufficient

strength to be real.

and isolated.

These components seemed generally to be small

Since it would be very difficult and confusing to

present the structure of VY CMa by displaying maps of all the spectral
channels analyzed, an alternative, and very conservative, cleaning

process was employed.

In each spectral channel, the strongest feature

in the dirty map (i. e., the uncleaned or raw inverted map) was
identified and the component subtraction of the cleaning process

(Hbgbom, 1972) limited to a square area or box 0,.'35 x 0'.,35 centered

upon the strongest feature.

After the effect of the strongest component

was removed from the dirty map, the residual map was examined to find
the strongest remaining component.

The original dirty map was then

reanalyzed by simultaneously cleaning in two boxes centered upon the

two strongest components.

This procedure was continued in an iterative

fashion until the noise level left in the residual dirty map did not

significantly decrease with the addition of a new box.

In most cases

By comparing maps of

this required about three cleaning boxes.

adjacent spectral channels it appeared that the positions of the
strongest two components in each map often repeated.

A composite map of the two strongest components in each spectral
channel of VY CMa is presented in Fig. 9a.

in different spectral channels overlap.

In many cases, components

Accuracies of the positions

of such components should be better than 0'.'l.

When components of a
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Figure 9a.—Raw composite map of the 1612-MHz emission of VY CMa indicating the positions
of the two strongest components in each spectral channel determined∙by Fourier Inver,
sion and cleaning. Position uncertaLntltes are discussed in the text.
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Figure 9b.--Compositemap of the 1612 MHz emission of VY CMa adopted
in this work. Only maser components whose positions in adjacent
spectral channels agreed to within 0'.'l are included. Ihis is a
very conservative map, since all of the maser components included
have well determined positions. Many maser components have not
been plotted due to large uncertainties in their positions. The
size of the circles is proportional to the strength of the total
power at that velocity.
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epeotral

Appear isolated, tKe possibility o£ side lobe

confusion cannot be ignored.

An estimate of the position uncertainties

of isolated components should include the possibility of mistaking the
first large positive sidelobe of the dirty beam.
of ≈ 0'.'5 is adopted for these components.

Thus, an uncertainty

With these uncertainties

in mind, a very conservative composite map of the 1612-MHz emission
of VY CMa is presented in Fig. 9b.

While many weak maser components

have been left out of the map, the positions of the stronger components
depicted are almost certainly correct.
In several spectral channels the fringe power is dominated by a

single component and a position offset can be determined for this
component by modeling the fringe phases.

The agreement between the

inverted map and phase modeled positions of these components is

excellent.

The relative fringe phases from the two baselines are shown

in Fig. 10 for the 38.1 km/s component.

The phases predicted by the

position offset of this component are given by the solid line.

This

channel appeared to be dominated by a single component in the Fourier
inverted and cleaned map (see Fig. 4).

In most spectral channels,

however, the blending of several spectral components precludes a
very meaningful mapping by modeling the fringe phases.

For example,

the relative fringe phases from the two baselines are shown in Fig. 11
for the -3.8 km/s channel.

This channel appeared to contain a widely

spaced double in the Fourier inverted and cleaned map (see Fig. 5).

The oscillation of the fringe amplitudes (also shown in Fig. 11) and
the abrupt phase jumps at amplitude nulls clearly demonstrate that the
fringe power at -3.8 km/s is not from one component.

The position

IHA

(hours)
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Figure lia - Fringe amplitudes and phases in the -3.8 kιfι∕s spectral channel for the Greenbank to
Maryland Point baseline. The solid line through the phase points is the expected phase variation
for a position offset of 0.19 in CL and 0.29 in 5 determined by least-squares fitting of the data
from both baselines (see Fig. lib) simultaneously. The cleaned map fcr the adjacent spectral
channel indicates a widely spaced double. This example indicates the inadequacy of a single
component phase model for such source structures.

IHA

Figure lib - Fringe amplitudes and phases for the -3.8 km/s spectral channel for
the Owens Valley to Hat Creek baseline. See the caption for Fig. 11a for more
details.

(hours)
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offset determined by modeling the fringe phases as one component is
O'.,2 in right ascention and O'.'3 in declination which does not give the
position of either of the two strongest components or the centroid
of emission at -3.8 km∕s.

This example demonstrates the superiority

of the Fourier inversion and cleaning process over simple phase modeling

when the source structure is complex.
b) Discussion
The composite map (Fig. 9b) of the 1612-MHz emission of VY CMa

presented in this chapter can be compared with two other maps.
Masheder et al.

(1974) attempted to map VY CMa with the 24 km micro-

wave linked Jodrell Bank interferometer.

Their approach was to model

the fringe phases as one component and to determine a position offset
in each spectral channel.

Although very high spectral resolution was

used, most of the channels analyzed showed signs of a complex structure

probably due to a blending of lines in the source.

For this reason

Masheder et al. suggest caution in adopting the position offsets of
most of the components mapped.

The map of VY CMa by Masheder et al.

(1974), henceforth called

the Jodrell map, qualitatively agrees with the map presented in this
chapter only if both the right ascension and declination axes are
inverted.

Position offsets of the correct magnitude but oriented 180°

from the correct direction can be caused by inconsistencies in the

sign conventions used to calculate U and V and the residual fringe
phase.

The possibility that the position offsets in the Jodrell map

have the wrong sign (or orientation) was first noticed by Moran
(1975).

Moran compared single telescope maps of 1^0 maser sources

with those generated by spectral line
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VBL observations and data reduction programs in order to determine the
correct sign conventions.

Additional checks of the spectral line pro

grams have been performed by myself in which baseline corrections are

determined from residual fringe rates of sources with well known posi

tions.

When the corrected baselines are used to reprocess the same Mk

II video tapes, zero residual fringe rates are obtained.

If inconsistent

sign conventions existed in the reduction programs, the residual fringe
rates of these sources would have been increased rather than reduced
toward zero.
The Jodrell map with the axes inverted is given in Fig. 12.

The

Fourier inverted and cleaned composite map, henceforth called the
inverted map, presented in this chapter (Fig. 9a, and 9b) can be

compared with the Jodrell map as presented in Fig. 12.

Approximately

¾ of the "components" in the Jodrell map agree within about 0,.'2 of the
positions given in the inverted map.

About ⅛ of the "components" in

the Jodrell map fall near the centroid of a complex structure (e. g.,

a double) in the inverted map.

The remaining "components" are more

than 0'.'5 away from the strongest components in the inverted map.
These cases of strong disagreement usually involve spectral components

which do not cluster close together in the inverted map and/or appear
highly spectrally blended in the Jodrell spectrum of VY CMa.

cases it is difficult to evaluate which map is better.

In these

However, over

most of the 1612-MHz emission spectrum of VY CMa, the Fourier inverted

and cleaned map indicates the presence of two or more components and
should be more accurate and meaningful than the Jodrell map.
The other existing map of the 1612-MHz emission of VY CMa is by

Moran et al.

(1975).

This map was constructed by modeling relative
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Figure 12.—Map of VY CMa at 1612-MHz adapted from Masheder et al. (1974). The sign on the two
axes has been reversed, the origin shifted to the center of the -10.5 and -11.1 km/s comρonents, and θχ = ∆αcos δ plotted instead of ∆α to facilitate comparison with the Fourier
inverted and cleaned composite maps in Figs. 9a and 9b.
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fringe rates from an 850 km baseline.

This long baseline heavily

resolves most of the maser comp<inents in VY CMa and makes it difficult

to map them.

Of the components mapped by Moran et al., about ⅜

agree, within their uncertainties of about 0'.'2, with the inverted map

presented in this chapter.

Approximately ¾ of the components mapped

by Moran et al. fall near the centroid of the more complex spectral
channels, and the remaining ¾ of the components do not agree very

well (e. g., differences ≈≥ 0,.'5).

The 1612-MHz map of VY CMa presented in this chapter should be

the most accurate presently available.

It is based upon data from

two baselines whose interferometer fringe spacings range from about

0'.'l to 0,.,5.

These spacings are suitably sensitive for mapping this

source but do not heavily resolve isolated maser components.

Rιrther, the

Fourier inversion process simultaneously uses both the fringe ampli

tude and the fringe phase data in each spectral channel to obtain
relative position information.

This allows complex structures, such

as double or triple sources in one spectral channel, to be mapped,

whereas the techniques employed by Masheder et al.
et al.

(1975) can

yield misleading results.

(1974) and Moran

At this time, a

conservative approach should be adopted toward accepting maps of very
complex spectral sources such as VY CMa.

Only those spectral compon

ents whose positions systematically agree over two or more spectral
channels as in the composite Fourier inverted map (Fig. 9b) can be
confidently accepted.

One can be reasonably sure that their true

uncertainties are only ≈ 0'.,l.
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c) Interpretations
The composite map of the 1612-MHz emission of VY CMa obtained by

Fourier inversion and cleaning (Fig. 9b) does not lend itself to any

obvious, simple interpretations.
can be made.

However, several general points

As noted by Masheder et al.

(1974) and Moran et al.

(1975),

the blue-shifted emission complex components tend to be somewhat
enclosed by red-shifted emission complex components.

However, some of

the emission near -3 km/s fall outside all of the red-shifted emission
components.

In addition, there appears to be a tendency for the

velocity of the red-shifted emission complex components to decrease in
velocity as one goes clockwise around the map (about a central

position of 0'.'3 in right ascention and 0'.,0 in declination).

In some

instances, several spectral components which are widely separated in

velocity appear to overlap on the map.
On the whole, the distribution of maser components as a function
of velocity does not appear very uniform or consistent.

As mentioned

in Chapter II, inhomogeneities in the circumstellar envelope may

dominate the locations of the maser emission.

speculate that

In that chapter

in addition to a single circumstellar envelope

I

the

structure of the maser emission may be due to multiple concentric
expanding shells.

This could explain the spatial overlapping of

maser components with greatly differing velocities in either the low

or high velocity emission complex.
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III.
a)

1665 MHz

Analysis Procedures

The 1665-MHz emission of VY CMa is weaker than the 1612-MHz emis

sion.

It is highly circularly polarized and the velocity difference

between its two emission complexes is slightly less than for the 1612MHz emission.

The low velocity emission complex of VY CMa at 1665-MHz

has been mapped with the Jodrell Bank interferometer (Harvey et al, 1975)
The short, 23 km baseline used was adequate to discover that the 1665
(and 1667) MHz emission is confined to a much smaller region than the
1612-MHz emission.

However, the small spatial separations of the maser

components in the low velocity emission complex were barely resolved.

The 1665-MHz emission of VY CMa was observed with the Owens

Valley to Hat Creek baseline (see Table 1 of Chapter II for a descrip
tion of the telescope and equipment employed).

The observations

were conducted with a linearly polarized feed (PA = 90°) which should
accept both the left and right circularly polarized maser components

(with a loss of a factor of two in signal to noise).

This baseline

is 550 km and affords adequate spatial resolution to map the very

compact structure of VY CMa at this frequency.

Since data from only

one baseline was available, no attempt was made to Fourier invert the
data.

Instead, a map of most of the maser components was determined

by modeling the fringe phase data in each spectral channel.

A

discussion of this technique is in Chapter II and in the appendix.
b) Discussion
The cross-correlated spectrum of VY CMa at 1665-MHz is shown in
Fig. 13.

Most of the spectral features were either unresolved or only

1OO

1665 MHZ

CROSS-CORRELATED FLUX

VY CMA

LSR VELOCITY CKM∕S)
Figure 13.—Interferometer spectrum of the 1665-MHz emission of VY CMa.
The data is an average of all scans from the Owens Valley to Hat
Creek baseline with linearly polarized feeds at 90° PA. The spec
trum is from a 96 point hanning weighted cross-correlation function
with a resolution of 1.0 km∕s.
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partially resolved with this baseline.

This indicates that the

apparent sizes of these maser components are less than approximately

Thus, the apparent sizes of maser components of VY CMa at

0,.,05.

the main lines (i. e., 1665 and 1667-MHz) are somewhat smaller than

the typical 0,.,l sizes at 1612-MHz.
The spatial orientation of most of the spectral components of the
1665-MHz emission of VY CMa is shown in Fig. 14.

All of the maser

components with strong signals in the cross-correlated spectrum are
mapped with uncertainties of less than 0,.,02.

The strongest compo-

nαιts in the low velocity emission complex cluster near the reference
component, 6.8 km∕s, with the exception of a component (or components)

at about 3 to 4 km∕s.
reference component.

This component lies about 0,.'3 south-west of the

There are two very weak centers of emission

in the high velocity complex at 37 and 35 km∕s.

These components

could not be reliably mapped because of their low signal to noise
ratios and the existence of a gap in the data caused by a "bug" in the
new 288 channel VLB processor.

It may be possible to reprocess this

data in the future and accurately map these two components.

With the

present data, the 37km∕s component could either lie about 0,.,05 south
or roughly 0'.'5 south-south-west of the reference position.

In the

latter case, this would place the 37 km/s component close to the 4 km/s
component.

The fringe phase of the 35 km/s component appeared to

change rapidly between scans which would indicate a position offset
> 0'.'5.

This must, however, be confirmed by future observations.

One of the most interesting discoveries in the 1665-MHz

emission of VY CMa is the weak features detected at 17 and 26 km/s.

∆θy

fare sec)
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Figure 14.—Map of the 1665-MHz emission of VY CMa. Position offsets were determined by modeling
the phase variation in each spectral channel by a single point component. Uncertainties
of the relative positions are less than about 0.02 arc sec. The size of the circles is pro
portional to the strength of the emission at that velocity.
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Neither of these components can he associated with either the high

or low velocity emission complexes.

Instead, they seem to form a

second set of emission complexes whose center is close to that of the
dominant emission complexes, but which has a very small velocity
separation.

The 26 km/s component is too weak to map reliably.

However, the 17 km/s component position offset is 0,.'ll ± 0,.,02 south

of the reference component.
As in the case of the 1612-MHz emission of VY CMa, there is no

obvious spatial structure to the emission at 1665-MHz.

In the low

velocity emission complex, maser components separated by 4 km/s are

spatially coincident while a component with a velocity intermediate
between these is offset by several tenths of an arc second.

This

again argues for non-homogeneous models for the circumstellar envelopes
Even more striking is the small offset of the 17 km/s component from

the reference position.

This offset is less than the offset of the

4 km/s component which is in the same emission complex as the refer

ence feature.

The simple expanding shell model would require the

17 km/s component to be located near the limb of the shell and hence

far away

from other components.

It is impossible to explain simulta

neously the proximity of the 17 km/s component and the relatively

large offset of the 4 km/s component from the reference feature with
a simple expanding shell model.

The "second set of emission complexes" at 17 and 26 km/s can be
explained by the existence of multiple circumstellar shells.

This

emission could originatefrom a newly formed shell, closer to the

central star than the older shell which gives rise to the dominant
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emission fe3tures.

∏16 ∏fiwly formed shell may not yet have been

accelerated to the full expansion velocity of the older circumstellar

material,

and thus, it has a velocity closer to the presumed stellar

velocity near 20 km/s (LSR).

Further, the two (or more) shells of

circumstellar material ejected from the central star would be expected
to be concentric and the emission from each should occur from the
centers of the front and back of each shell.

Thus, no

position offset would be expected between components in either shell.

The small position offset of the 17 km/s component from the reference

component is a natural consequence of the multiple shell model.
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I.

DATA ANALYSIS

The analysis of spectral line VLB data is exceedingly lengthy and

This stems from the tremendous quantity of data collected

complex.
(~ 10

12

bits per experiment) and the introduction of the spectral

dimension.

Essentially all of the problems encountered in spec

trometry, enhanced by the complexities of cross-correlation analyses,
are combined with the difficulties of "normal" VLBI operations.

A

successful spectral line VLB experiment consists of three stages:

1)

the acquisition of raw data; 2)

the reduction of this data to

obtain estimates of the normalized complex fringe visibility as a

function of U and V (the east and north projected interferometer

spacings in wavelengths, respectively), and v (the velocity or Doppler
shifted frequency); and 3)

the transformation of the fringe visibili

ties into "maps" of brightness temperature as a function of position

on the sky and velocity.

The operation of a microwave interferometer is discussed, in many
texts (e.g., Christiansen and Hogbom, 1969), and the theory of spectral

line VLB data analysis is discussed by Moran (1975).

In this section,

I will concentrate on the practical details of converting raw Mk II
video tapes into the "finished product."

Because of the complexity

of spectral line VLB analysis, it is essentially useless to present a
rigorous discussion of all of the factors which can enter into the

observations and data reduction.

In order to make this section comple

mentary to existing discussions of some of these subjects, and a
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useful guide to those who wish to conduct spectral line VLB experi
ments, I will use many conceptual simplifications commonly employed

to approach the data.

Throughout this discussion examples will be drawn

from the most simple,realistic type of source which consists of

spatially and spectrally isolated emission line sources with no con

tinuum emission (e.g., stellar masers).

More complex cases, which

can include a mixture of structured absorption lines and continua

(e.g., radio absorption line quasars) will be discussed by Romney
(in preparation).
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II.

DATA ACQUISITION

Figure A.l is a block diagram which traces the signal of a radio
source through a typical Mk II VLB terminal.

Figure A.2 then traces

the recorded signals through the Mk II VLB processor.

In these

diagrams, all of the frequency dependent terms have been retained in
order to bring out the important ones for spectral line observations.
There are several simplifications which have been made without loss of
generality.

First, the source is assumed to be a monochromatic, point

source; any arbitrary source brightness distribution can, in principal,

be constructed by a superposition of such signals.

Secondly, ideal

electronic operation is assumed; most electronic phase terms can be

lumped in with the oscillator phase, β.

Most frequency dependent

amplitude terms can be treated as part of the fringe amplitude,

(A|(ω)A2(ω)).

Finally, the analysis

is performed for a complete analog

case; the effects of clipping the recorded signals and of the digital
(three level) fringe rotator in the processor are discussed later.
The phase difference of the signal incident upon the two tele
scopes is represented by ωτ where ιu is the frequency of the source
at telescope 1, and τ is the time difference between the arrival of

the wavefront at telescopes 1 and 2.

T can be thought of as the

Λ
geometric delay, given the source position vector, S, and the baseline

vector, B, defined at the instant the wavefront arrives at telescope 1,
plus a correction due to the change in the baseline during the transit

of the signal from telescope 1 to 2.
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The output of the Mk II VLB processor presently consists of up to

288 complex cross-correlation channels, or up to 576 auto-correlation

channels.

Both cross- and auto-correlation are used in spectral line

experiments.

The cross-correlation channels are used to obtain an

interferometer (cross-correlated) spectrum.
channels are used to determine a

The auto-correlation

"mean" total power spectrum

of the telescopes which is used to calibrate the cross-correlated

spectrum.

The normalized fringe visibility spectrum for each spectral

channel is the cross-correlated spectrum (multiplied by a correction
factor) divided by the mean total power spectrum.

Thus, the spectral

fringe visibility can be obtained without measurement of receiver or

source temperature.

Details of this calibration procedure are dis

cussed later.

The real and imaginary (cosine and sine) parts of the cross

correlation function sampled by the j,th delay channel represented by
C. and S., respectively, are the (unnormalized) fringe amplitude
<7
J

times a cosine and sine of the residual fringe phase, $.

If we make

several substitutions, $ can be expressed in a more simple and useful
form.

The j'th channel time delay, τ.,can be represented as
J'

τ√

’

τ+iτ.∕

where ∆τ . is the difference between τ . and the true delay, T.
t√ ,
d

∆g(t)

=

ρ2(t) - 81(t)

(A-l)

Define
(A-2)

which represents the phase difference between the two local oscilla
tors.

Finally, the fringe rotator frequency is set to
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(ω1 - ω2) - ω2 ∣I-

ω*

(Α-3)

+

where the residual fringe frequency, ω
, represents the difference
ιrθ s
between fringe rotation frequency determined with perfect values of
(JU∣, c∪2, and τ(t) and the value derived from the actual (imperfect)

values adopted for these parameters.

The residual fringe frequency,

∞rθs, is used to determine physical parameters such as baseline and
source position corrections.

Employing eqs. (A-l) to (A-3), the spectral interferometer phase

can be written as
$. = u)
t - ∆β + (ω - utu) ∆t + (ω - ωo) ∆τ.
1
res 1
2
c
2
ι

(A-4)

This formulation of the residual fringe phase is used since the four
terms in eq.

(A-4) are usually treated separately in the data analysis.

The first term of eq.

(A-4) is the "geometrical" part of the

residual fringe phase.

It is non-zero if there are errors in the

model in calculating T

in the VLB processor.

T (t) is usually in

error because of inaccurate baselines, source positions, and UTl

(i.e., tp values.

Other modeling errors, such as ignoring relativ

istic effects or atmospheric and ionospheric propagation effects, can
be thought of as contributing to the "geometric" residual fringe phase,
ωrestl, °r treate^ as n°i∙se (and included in ∆β(t)) depending upon

the nature of a particular experiment.

Source structure can be

determined by
analyzing
the time variations of uurθs tI1 after the contrij
jo

butions to the fringe phase of the other terms in eq.
accounted for.

(A-4) have been

A good example of this is the map of the spatial
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distribution of many spectrally isolated components in U Ori given
in Chapter II (Fig. 6).
The second term in eq. (A-4) is the "noise"
fringe phase.

in the residual

Although it has been schematically represented in

Fig. A.l as solely due to local oscillator instabilities, it can
represent other forms of unmodeled time dependent phase fluctuations
such as can be caused by electronic time delay drifts in the receivers

mixers, and filters.

In general, the time over which ∆β varies by

≈ 2 radians is the coherence time, T .
c

Integrating the cross-correla-

tion function (C. + iS.) over a time, T , decreases the amplitude to
J
J
c

one-half its original value.
The third term in eq. (A-4) describes the effects of clock
differences, At^, which are not accounted for in the processor delay

offset (i.e., the CLOCK parameter in the REDPREP program).

error of ∆t

A small

(e.g., ~ lμs) will not be noticeable in the geometric

part of the residual fringe phase, uurest^> but will cause the peak

of the cross-correlation function to shift several delay channels

from the center channel in the processor.

When a small clock error

is examined in the frequency domain (by Fourier transforming the cross

correlation function), it results in a phase slope across the video
bandpass given by (ω - U^Mt ∙

This effect can seriously affect the

analysis of the spatial structure of spectral sources.

For example,

if the relative positions of two spectral components (within the same

bandpass) are determined from the phase difference between the two

components, the contribution of the phase difference from a clock
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error (usually a constant) must be known.

Since typical VLB clocks

drift by less than ~ lμs∕day, the clock offsets can be calibrated out
by observing strong continuum sources with well known positions through

out the experiment.

If this calibration of the clock offsets is not

done with high accuracy (e.g., ~ l∕10B, where B is the observing band

width), the relative positions of spectral components can be systematic
ally in error, since phase differences due to clock errors can mimic

(or correlate with) certain combinations of right ascension and
declination offsets.

The fourth term in eq. (A-4) is used to describe the effects of
the digital delay tracking in the VLB processor.
fourth terms in eq.

The third and

(A-4) have the same functional form, a video

frequency (it) - u^) multiplied by a small time "error," and could

have been combined into one term.

They are separated because the

effects of slowly drifting clock offsets, ∆t , and the rapidly changing

digital delay tracking error, ∆I∖ , are treated differently.

Even if

the baseline, source positions, and clock parameters are perfectly

known, the delay of the center channel of the VLB processor will
oscillate about the ideal continuous function, T(t), by ± 1/8 μs as

it approximates τ(t) in discrete 1/4 μs steps.

The delay steps

typically occur on time scales of from 0.05 to 10 seconds.

If these

θ
jumps occur more rapidly than the fundamental integration time (0.2)

of the VLB processor, the phase errors given by (uj - ιι^Δτλ are
averaged and the signal is partially decorrelated.

In many spectral

line observations, narrow bandwidths are used so that

= 1/8 μs
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does not cause an appreciable phase error (uu -

can often be ignored.

frequencies uu - li^

and this effect

However, if spectral lines appear with video

1 MHz, sizable phase errors can result.
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III.

DATA REDUCTION

The MkII VLB processor produces complex cross-correlation

coefficients as a function of time and cross-correlation delay.

Thus,

the data can be graphically represented in three cartesian coordinates

where the x-axis is time, the y-axis is cross-correlation delay and
the z-axis is the real or imaginary part of the fringe visibility

(Fig. A.3a).

The time sequence of data can be Fourier transformed

into fringe frequency estimates as is often done in a continuum

analysis (Fig. A.3b); the cross-correlation function can be Fourier
transformed into a cross-correlated spectrum (Fig. A.3c); or both

transformations can be done (Fig. A.3d).

The Fourier transforms are

linear and the time and cross-correlation delay axes are orthogonal.
Thus, the order in which the transforms are done is unimportant.

Fringe visibilities can be estimated in any of the four "spaces"

shown in Fig. A.3.

However, the maximum signal to noise on these

estimates is obtained in the space in which all of the signal power
is condensed into the narrowest region.

For example, in continuum

observations, the cross-correlation delay function is more sharply

peaked than the spectrum.

Thus, continuum fringe visibilities are

estimated in the fringe frequency-cross-correlation space (Fig. A.3b).

In spectral observations, the cross-correlation delay function of a
spectral line is usually very broad, and cross-correlated spectrum is
sharply peaked at the line frequency.

Thus, in spectral analyses,

the fringe visibilities are usually estimated in the fringe frequencyspectral frequency space (Fig. A.3d).

The computer programs which
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Figure A.3 - Schematic representation of the four "spaces” in which VLB data can be analyzed. The
time sequence (t-axis) of the cross-correlation functions (τ-axis) stored on computer tape in the
VLB processor (see Fig. A.2) are illustrated in part (a). The time sequence of N data points can be
transformed into fringe frequency (f-axis) extimates and/or the M point cross-correlation function
can be transformed into spectral frequency (V-axis) estimates as illustrated in parts (b), (c), and
(d).
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carry out these Fourier transforms and estimate spectral fringe
visibilities will now be described.

In order to determine the spatial structure of a spectral line
source, the Mk II processor output tapes (Varian tapes) are analyzed

by a series of computer programs designed to compress and calibrate
the data.

The first program (DECODE) examines the processor data

for problems in decoding the data and time codes on the raw video

tapes.

This program rewrites a new tape which is a condensed version

(by increasing the tape density and data blocking factor) of the
Varian tape with any questionable data "flagged."

The second reduction program (SPECTRUM) edits our questionable
data and separates auto-correlation from cross-correlation data for

subsequent analysis.

The auto-correlated data is accumulated for

output at the end of each observing scan.
is handled as follows.

The cross-correlated data

First, a 0.2 second set of cross-correlation

coefficients
r(tk, tt)

-

C(tfc, tt) + lS(tk, tp

(a-5)

may have its phase (tan ^(S∕C)) changed or "rotated" to remove a
small residual fringe rate, Ψ, (e.g., ≈ 0.2 Hz) purposely left in the

data at processing time to separate actual fringes from spurious
d.c. (zero frequency) fringes often introduced by recorder or processor
hardware problems.

A phase, Ψ, is removed from the data as follows:
C →— C cos

Ψ - S sin Ψ

S →— C sin Ψ + S cos Ψ
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The data are then averaged for several seconds, in order to reduce the
number of spectral Fourier transforms required.

This averaging is

coherent integration (or vector averaging), because the cosine and
sine channels are summed independently.

Averaging the data for a time,

T, reduces (decorrelates) the fringe amplitude by a factor of
sin (π∆ fT)∕ (π∆ fT) , where ∆f is the fringe rate remaining in the data
after the initial phase rotation.

The averaging time, T, should be

as long as possible to reduce subsequent computer time requirements,
but short enough so as not to decorrelate the data.

If, for example,

residual fringe rates could be confidently reduced to less than .02 Hz

after removal of the intentional 0.2 Hz processing offset, then the
data could be averaged to 5 seconds with less than 1% decorrelation
of the fringe signal and any hardware d.c. biases would be 1007»

"decorrelated" and thus entirely removed from the data.

The averaged cross-correlated data are then Fourier transformed
(spectral transform) to yield a cross-correlated spectrum.

If the

time between the 1/4 μs delay jumps in the processor is greater than

g
the processor integration time (0.2), the spectral transform can be
done prior to time averaging and the frequency dependent "digital
delay tracking" phase term (uυ - li^) Δ T can be removed from the

spectrum.

Finally, a cross-correlated spectrum is written on an output

tape (SPECTRUM tape)

for every averaged set of data.

The auto-correlated data for each telescope (i.e., video tape)

are accumulated for the entire scan (typically ~ 15 min.).

The data

are corrected for the effects of clipping by the Van Vleck relation:
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p(τ)

where

=

sin(y Pc<τ))

(A-6)

is the clipped auto-correlation coefficient, and p the

corrected value which would be obtained in the absence of clipping.

The corrected auto-correlation coefficients are Fourier transformed

to yield total power (single dish) spectra from each telescope.

spectra are stored either on cards or disks

These

for later use.

The subsequent analyses of the cross-correlated spectra are

designed to yield fringe amplitude, residual fringe rate, and residual
fringe phase estimates.

estimates.

Two procedures.can be used to obtain these

The fringe amplitude, rate, and phase can be estimated

either in the fringe frequency-spectral frequency plane (see Fig. A.3d)

by Fourier transforming the time sequence of data (from the SPECTRUM
tape) into fringe frequency estimates, or they can be estimated in

the time-spectral frequency plane (see Fig. A.3c) by a least-squares

fitting of sinusoids to the time sequence of data.
The fringe frequency Fourier transform analysis of cross-corre

lated spectra is done by program FRINGE.

One major function of

FRINGE is to search for fringes which may be weak and have unknown

residual fringe rates.

The major difficulty encountered in most

reduction programs is the limit upon the number of data points which
can be transformed into fringe frequency channels.

For weak signals,

it may be necessary to coherently integrate up to the coherence

time of the interferometer to maximize the signal to noise ratio.
Integrating to the coherence time, T , by Fourier transforming in the
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time domain requires preaveraging the data to Τ£/Ν seconds if N points
are transformed.

This requires the residual fringe rate to be within

a "window" of ± ⅛[l∕(Tc∕N)] Hz in order to avoid serious decorrelation
during preaveraging.

If coherence times are long and/or if source

positions, baselines, and oscillator frequencies are not known well

enough to keep the residual fringe rates low, the number of points

transformed can become quite large (e.g., several hundred).

The only

limitation in fringe searching (beyond core storage and computation
time) is the ± 2.5 Hz fringe rate "window" imposed by the 0.2 second

averaging in the MkII processor.
In the normal mode of operation, FRINGE is designed to yield

estimates of fringe amplitude, and the residual fringe rate and phase
in the fringe frequency-spectral frequency plane.

are averaged for a time period, T.

First, the data

At this point the fringe amplitude,

A(∖>n), and residual fringe phase, $ ('v'n) > could be directly estimated

(in the time-spectral frequency plane) prior to performing the fringe
frequency transform as follows:

AGn)

= "j∕C(υn)2 + S(vn)2

φCv )
η

=

arctan [S(v )∕CCv )]
π
n

(A-7)

(a"8)

where C(v ) and S (V ) are the n’th cosine and sine channels associated
η
n

with spectral frequency V .

However, the residual fringe rate, f,

must be very close to zero to avoid significant decorrelation of the
signal.

The decorrelation produced by time averaging the data is

given by a factor sin(πfT)∕(πfT).

If the residual fringe frequency,
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f, can be reduced such that for a coherence time, T
f -≤ 1∕4(1∕T )
c

c

,

(A-9)

the averaging time can approach the coherence time which optimizes

However, in most cases, very accurate

the signal to noise ratio.

source positions and baselines are needed to reduce sufficiently the

residual fringe rates.
A generally more convenient analysis procedure involves averaging

the data over a short period of time, T « T , and Fourier transforming

many averaged groups.

In this case, a less stringent requirement than

equation (A-3) is placed upon the magnitude of the residual fringe
rate :

f

≤

1∕4(1∕T),

in order to avoid serious decorrelation during the preaveraging.
Fourier transforming the data yields estimates of the real and imagi

nary parts of the complex fringe visibility at many fringe frequencies
The fringe frequency Fourier transform can be thought of rigorously as

attempting to "stop the fringes" by rotating the phase at many "trial"
fringe rates and averaging the data over the total transform time.

The response of the Fourier transformation of N (averaged) data points
is
<C(vn?

>=

S(v )
n

sin[π(f-f )NT]
___________τn
τr(f-f )NT
m

cos φ

4(vn)

(A-10)

<sin φ>

in the m'th fringe frequency channel associated with fringe frequency.

fmm
. If f « f, the sin x/x factor in equation
(A-10)
ί
V
∕ is close to one
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and the estimates of amplitude and phase can be obtained from equations

(A-7) and (A-8).

If f ≠ f, the sin X/X factor diminishes toward
m

zero so the residual fringe rate can be estimated easily.

It is

important to note that if the transform time interval, NT, exceeds
the coherence time, T , the residual fringe frequency is not constant

during the "integration."

This will cause a spreading of the fringe

amplitude over several fringe frequency channels, and the estimates

of A and $ from equations (A-7) and (A-8) will be systematically low.
In some cases where the coherence time is not well known and

sources are weak, it may be advisable to have the transform time
interval exceed the coherence time (as in the Mk II continuum reduc

tion program BCA).

In this case, the fringe power is spread over

several fringe frequency channels, and equations (A-7) and (A-8) can

not be directly employed to estimate fringe amplitude and phase.
An alternative method of estimating the fringe amplitude and
residual fringe rate and phase is to do a non-linear least-squares

fit to the data in the time-spectral frequency plane.

The data in

the cosine and sine channels are modeled in program FIT as

and

A cos[2πf(t - t) + φ]

(A-ll)

A sin[2πf(t - t) + φ]

respectively, in each spectral channel where t is the weighted mean

time of the entire set of data points which is

to be analyzed.

In this case, the data should be preaveraged as in the Fourier trans
form method, and the parameters A, f, and Φ estimated by minimizing

the sum of the squares of the differences between the data and the
model.

It is important that the time sequence of data in each spectral
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channel is modeled as in equation (A-ll), so that the estimates of

the parameters A, f, and $ are entirely uncorrelated.

If, for example,

t is chosen to be the beginning (or end) of the data set, then esti

mates of the phase, $, are highly correlated to estimates of the
fringe rate, f.

This doubles the noise (or uncertainty) of the phase

estimates.
Analysis of the cross-correlated data by the fringe frequency

transform technique (FRINGE) and the least-squares technique (FIT)
leads to the same parameter estimates if the signal to noise ratio is

high.

Each technique has its own advantages and disadvantages.

The

major advantage of the fringe frequency analysis is that the Fourier
transform is linear, and large ranges of fringe frequencies can be
searched with moderate amounts of computer time because of the

efficiency of fast Fourier transform algorithms.

Its main disadvan

tages are that accurate parameter estimates require interpolation
between fringe frequency channels, and fringe amplitude estimates
are biased toward larger values and require a complex non-linear

correction which is a function of the signal-to-noise ratio (Purcell,
1973).

The major advantages of the least-squares technique is that

it directly yields unbiased parameter estimates.

Formal uncertainties

are of great value if the subsequent data analysis involves model
fitting, since the data can be properly weighted.

The main disadvan

tage of the least-squares analysis is that it is a non-linear process;
therefore, good initial estimates of all parameters are required.
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The auto-correlation spectra from each telescope are used to
calibrate the cross-correlation amplitudes estimated in FRINGE or

FIT.

The fringe visibility amplitude, γ, as a function of spectral

frequency, vn’ (cf. Moran, 1974) is given by
b sι√vJ
12 n

γ (vτι)j

the cross-correlation fringe amplitude, S?n

where

(A-12)

= I on-of
-off on-off
Vi <∖ > S2 (vn)

is

auto-correlation spectrum obtained by differencing on (S^11) and off

(S°ff) source spectra for the jtb telescope, and b is a correction
factor for the cross-correlated data (cf. Cohen et al., 1975).
Equation (A-12) is not of great practical value for two reasons.

First, a correction must be applied to the auto-correlation spectra,
since they are calculated from a normalized auto-correlation function

[p(τ)].

The total power integrated over either an on or off source

spectrum is, by Parseval,s Theorem,

on or off
(v) dv =

/·■

ρ j (0) ≡ 1

Baftdpass
andpa!

This causes the baseline (or background noise) level to be lower (for
an emission line source) in an on-source spectrum than in an offsource spectrum.

This effect cannot easily be removed from the differ·

enced spectra, S°n(¾^f = S°n(Vn) - S°^^(\»n), since, in general, its

baseline level varies as the observing filter's frequency response.
The "differenced-ratioed" spectrum,
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„on-offx
s.
<y )
J
n7
s0ff
j (vn)

on-off
S. off(v )
3
η

however, has a flat baseline' and can be corrected for a non-zero

baseline level.
The second reason equation (A-12) is not directly employed is

that the signal to noise ratio may be very low on the auto-correlation
spectra for one or both telescopes.

Thus, a direct application of

equation (A-12) may lead to very noisy estimates of Y(^n)∙

However,

the auto-correlation spectra required to calibrate the cross-correla
tion fringe amplitudes can be represented as follows:

on-off
S. °ff(v )
3
n

=

γ∕t)s.total
l-υι-⅛ )
n

(A-13)

where St°ta^(Vn) is the source total power spectrum and Y^(t) a time

varying, but frequency independent, scale factor which reflects the

receiver temperature and gain of the jt^1 telescope,

gt°tal <

)

a fundamental property of the source and does not usually vary over

the course of an experiment.

It can be determined by summing all of

the "differenced-ratioed" spectra obtained from each telescope for

The scale factor, Y.(t), can then be deterJ total
oP-°f.i'
mined for each on-off scan pair by fitting S
(v^) to S^off (V^) .
the entire experiment.

This effectively uses the entire spectrum to obtain an estimate of the

telescope sensitivity, and thus using Y.(t) St°ta'*'(∖∣ ) instead of
on-off
j
n
S. off(∖>n) in the calibration procedure usually greatly increases its
accuracy.
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Equation (A-12) can be rewritten in a more useful form as
b S19(v )
12. . ΛL,

∙f(vn)

-

(A-14)
,total
s~"
jbn)

Program DIFSPEC is designed to determine gtθta^ (v ) and the scale
On- and off-source scan pairs for each telescope
on-off
are used to compute S. off (∖ι ) with a constant baseline offset removed
J
n
factors Y. and Y .

All of these spectra are averaged together to define

st°tal(v^) is then re-entered into the program and the scale factors
Yj obtained for each scan by least-squares fitting.

The final parameter in the fringe visibility calibration to be

discussed is the cross-correlation correction factor, b.

This factor

takes into account several effects which reduce the cross-correlation
amplitude, but which may not reduce the auto-correlation amplitudes.

The two most important contributions to b result from clipping the
video data and employing a digital fringe rotator in the processor.
The correction factor for clipping losses obtained from the low ampli

tude limit of the Van Vleck relation (eq. A-6) is π∕2.
The correction factor for the three level fringe rotator can be

understood as follows :

Assume that the original signal (e.g., tele

scope 1 video signal of Fig. A.2) is given by Acos (UUt).

The digital

(cosine channel) fringe rotator, F(uJ*t), is a "three level" approxima

tion to cos(uj*t) (Clark et al. , 1972),

The

ori

ginal signal and the digital fringe rotator are multiplied together

and integrated for a time T (i.e., 0?2).

Thus, the fringe rotator
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output, A?, can be approximated by

Δ'

=

T/2
I Acos(ωt)F(ω*t)dt

.

(A-15)

-T/2

The phase of the incoming signal (with respect to that of the fringe

rotator) is assumed to be zero.

In reality the phase of the incoming

signal is handled by analyzing the sine as well as the cosine fringe

rotator output.

The incoming signal is assumed to be analog, since the

effects of clipping the data should not affect the correction for the

digital fringe rotator (except for exceedingly strong sources where
the antenna temperature is much larger than the system temperature).
The integral in equation (A-15) can be easily evaluated if
ω

≈

ω* » 2 ∕T

and
Iω - ω*I « 2 ∕T

This is almost always true in VLB observations where natural fringe

rates are ~ 10

3

Hz and residual fringe rates (uu - uu*) are ~ 10

The integral in eq.

-2

Hz.

(A-15) can be evaluated if F(∪j*t) is expressed as

a piecewise continuous function of +l's, 0's and -l's, or decomposed

into its Fourier components.

A Fourier series representation of F(uu*t)

has a dominant term of 1.18 cos(uu*t) and low amplitude terms at
different frequencies.

Only the dominant term substantially contri

butes to the integral in equation (A-15)

which is then easily

evaluated :
A"

=

i~∙ AT

(A-16)
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The rotated data of the Mk II processor is divided by the "number
of bits correlated" which, in this integral case, is the time over
which the fringe rotator is non-zero or 3T∕4.

Thus, the telescope 1

signal, and hence the cross-correlation amplitudes, are reduced by a

factor of (1.18∕2)∕ (3/4) = 0.78 from the amplitude expected for an
ideal fringe rotator.

Thus, the contribution to the cross-correlation

amplitude correction factor, b, from the three-level fringe rotator is
1/0.78 = 1.28.

If the only significant losses in the cross-correlation

procedures are from clipping and fringe rotation,
b = 1.28∑

=

2.01
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IV.

DATA INTERPRETATION

Source structure can be inferred from fringe visibility data in
many ways.

The most direct way is to Fourier invert the fringe visi

bilities as a function of U and V into a spatial map of brightness.
This process requires calibrated fringe phases and a "reasonable"

sampling of the U-V plane.

Some spectral-line sources have a spectral

component which can serve as a phase reference.

Such a component

must have a residual fringe phase which is only due to an oscillator

instability

and a position offset (from the nominal source position

used in processing).

In this case, fringe phases of other spectral

components can be calibrated by subtracting the reference component's
phase from each spectral component's phase.

Thus, in certain cases,

a direct Fourier inversion of spectral line VLB data is possible,
and for each spectral channel, a map can be constructed whose quality
will be primarily limited by the available coverage of the U-V plane.
The first attempt at this analysis procedure for VLBI data is

presented in Chapter III for the 1612 MHz OH maser emission of

VY CMa.

An alternative approach more generally used to infer source
structure from VLB fringe visibilities is to model either (or both)

the fringe visibility amplitudes and relative fringe phases.

The

modeling of fringe visibility amplitudes to obtain source structure
(e.g., source sizes) has been extensively employed in continuum
VLB (e.g., Cohen et al., in press) and will not be discussed here.

The

modeling of relative fringe phase data to determine relative position
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offsets has been done by Moran et al.

and Knowles et al.

(1968), Johnston et al.

(1971)

In most of these papers, relative fringe

(1974).

rates (the time derivative of relative fringe phase) have been

analyzed because of difficulties in resolving the integral turn

ambiguities present in the fringe phase data.

In practice, it is

necessary to have almost continuous observations to resolve these
ambiguities.

Since relative fringe phase data tends to be at least

an order of magnitude more sensitive than fringe rate data, some
practical considerations for its use will be discussed.

A general procedure for analyzing relative fringe phase data is as

follows.

Determine a position offset in right ascension, ∆cc,

declination, ∆δ,

and

of a spectral component by modeling the relative

fringe rate, Φ(U,V), as
Φ(U,V)

In many cases ∆cc and ∆δ

=

2∏,(U cos<5g∆≈ + V∆δ)

∙

(A-17)

determined from fringe rate data may be

sufficiently accurate for experimental purposes.

However, if more

precise positions are required, then relative fringe phase data must
»
be employed. Since the integral turn ambiguities in fringe phase

data are more easily resolved when the phase varies slowly in time,
it may be advisable to remove the effects of the position offset

unambiguously estimated from the fringe rate analysis.

Gaps in the

data, for example, caused by going off source to obtain a bandpass
spectrum for auto-correlation, should be as short as possible to insure

proper extrapolation from one phase point to the next to resolve turn

ambiguities.
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In general, a time gap should not be so long that the relative
phase can change by > 1/2 turn.

Once a continuous connection between

adjacent phase points has been made, position offset can be determined
by modeling the relative fringe phase (in radians) as

∆φ(t)

where δ

s

=

2π(U cosδ ∆cc + V∆δ + c)
s

(A-18)

is the source declination and c is a constant which is needed

to adjust the phases because the first relative phase point is

arbitrarily chosen to lie between -τr∕2 and π∕2 radians.
simultaneous least-squares solution for Δ cc,

∆δ,

Thus, a

and c is required.

If all of the video frequency dependent phase terms (in equation A-4)
caused by clock errors have been successfully removed from the data,
then c reflects only the initial integral turn ambiguity.

With well

behaved, low-noise relative phase data continuously covering most of

the U, V plane accessible with one baseline, the least-squares solution

will usually indicate which integer value c should assume.

Using this

value for c, the data can be reanalyzed only for Δoc and ∆δ with

greater accuracy and lower parameter correlations.
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